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The Compact Surveillance and Monitoring System (COSMOS) was developed by
the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) for the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) as a safeguards surveillance system under the JASPAS (Japan Support
Programme for Agency Safeguards) with the collaboration of the Sony Corporation. It was
intended as a direct replacement to the Twin Minolta film camera system.

The COSMOS system can operate with a self-contained battery, record 30,000 scenes
with an 8mm video cassette tape and operate continuously for three months without human
intervention. It can also operate by AC power supply for more than three months, and record
45,000 scenes in an 8mm video cassette tape.

The COSMOS system consists of two units, one is the Recording Unit and the other
is the Setup/Review Unit. The Recording Unit consists of a main frame, four modules and a
tamperproof housing. The four modules are a small CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera
with an auto-iris lens and a specific VTR (Video Tape Recorder), a video frame memory
module, a system control module, and a DC or an AC power module. Currently, the COSMOS
is the only safeguards video surveillance system without the need of external power supply for
three months. In 1992 thirteen COSMOS units were successfully tested for the reliability by
both the IAEA and the JAERI. None of mechanical failure was observed. On the one hand, the
battery operation tests using four units were successfully carried out with 5 minutes time
interval for three months. Three units were also tested in the field and no failure was observed.

The COSMOS was accepted as the routine-use device for international safeguards by
the IAEA in August 1993. The total of 90 units were purchased by the IAEA from the
manufacturer, SONY, and also several units were purchased by the Science and Technology
Agency (STA) of Japan for the STA/IAEA joint-use in Japan.

Keywords: COSMOS, Safeguards, Containment, Surveillance, C/S Measures,
C/S Equipment, Monitoring, Inspection, VTR, Time-lapse Recorder.
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1. Introduction

The Compact Surveillance and Monitoring System (COSMOS) was developed
by the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERJ) for the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) as a safeguards surveillance system under the JASPAS (Japan
Support Programme for Agency Safeguards) with the collaboration of the Sony
Corporation. It was designed for a direct replacement to the Twin Minolta system which
consisted of two 8mm film cameras.

The COSMOS is a microprocessor-controlled video system designed to operate
in an unattended mode. It is an integrated main unit of hand-held weight and size with a
high tamper secure feature. It can operate with self-contained battery, record 30,000
scenes in an 8mm video cassette tape and operate continuously for three months without
human intervention. It can also operate by AC power supply (100~250V, 48~62Hz),
record 45,000 scenes in an 8mm video cassette tape during more than three months.

The COSMOS system provides a distinctive appearance and a modular system
which consists of two units, one is as the Recording Unit and the other is the
Setup/Review Unit. The main unit has three parts which consist of four modules, a main
frame and a tamperproof housing. The four modules are incorporated into the main
frame and these are enclosed with the tamperproof housing. The four modules are a
small CCD (Charge Coupled Device) camera with an auto-iris lens and a specific VTR
(Video Tape Recorder), a video picture frame memory module, a system control module,
and a DC or an AC power module.

The most important design target in the COSMOS development is to achieve a
typical inspection period of three months with a battery for recording 30,000 scenes
with 5 minutes fixed time interval.

The most important characteristics of the COSMOS are the compactness, the
battery operation, the user friendliness and simplicity in operation. Currently, the
COSMOS is the only safeguards video surveillance system without the need of external
power supply for three months in 5 minutes time interval.

- 1 -
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2. Design Concept

The development of the COmpact Surveillance and MOnitoring System
(COSMOS) was commenced in order to assist the IAEA safeguards activities in 1983.
This development is based on experiences acquired in developing the portal and
penetration monitor (P/M and PN/M) as a comprehensive containment and surveillance
(C/S) system for the fast critical assembly (FCA) facility, which was initiated in 1979
(ref.1,2).

The COSMOS is designed to directly replace the Twin Minolta film camera
system, now still the standard IAEA surveillance device and one of the most successful
safeguards equipment, and developed as the next generation surveillance system.

The Twin Minolta has been used successfully as a simple but a highly reliable
surveillance equipment. The battery driven and the compactness are important features
of this device from the view point of safeguards, especially minimum intrusiveness into
a facility operation. In spite of these advantageous features, it has a weakness of small
capacity for recording pictures. Its 7,000 pictures are the maximum capacity as long as
8mm film cameras are used. In addition, the manufacturer of 8mm film camera which is
used in the Twin Minolta quitted its production.

Considering the state of the art of the video technology and the general
direction of technological developments, it was concluded that the next new generation
surveillance system would be constructed by using highly reliable TV cameras and
video recorders.

Therefore, the COSMOS was designed as a CCTV system, whereby more
information such as time of day, date and other essential information, not obtainable in
the Twin Minolta, can be easily annotated on the video tape.

The following are the basic requirements for the COSMOS:

Man transportable, small size and light weight,
One integrated unit: all components enclosed in one compact and
inaccessible enclosure with the IAEA seal applied,
Battery operation for three months without battery change,
Recording capacity of minimum 26,000 pictures,
Annotation of time of day, date and other essential data on each recorded
pictures,

- Recorded tape review using standard off-the-self devices,
- High reliability and low maintenance,
- High quality of pictures,

Simple installation and minimum intrusiveness to facility operation,
- High tamper resistance,

As simple, easy and friendly operation procedures as possible for
inspectors,
On-site review capability,
Reasonable cost.

The required still-picture recording on a video tape is more than 26,000
pictures for recording with 5 minutes interval time for three months.

- 2 -
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The COSMOS is also designed to be used as a long term, unattended
surveillance device and is intended to replace the Twin Minolta film camera system.
Therefore, the extent of both reliability and simplicity in operation and the maintenance
of the COSMOS should be better than or at least the same as that of the Twin Minolta.

From the view point of both safeguards and minimum intrusiveness to the
facility operation, the battery operation is one of the major features of the Twin Minolta
system. However, battery driven for three months is quite difficult when a surveillance
system is composed of CCTV devices even if their power consumption is very low.

Assuming that the whole power consumption of the system which is consisted
of a small CCD camera and an 8mm VTR is 10 watts, the energy required for the
continuos operation for three months is 21,600 watt • hours (= 10 watts X 90 days).
It was concluded that the continuous operation of CCTV devices for three months with
a reasonable battery in both size and capacity is not feasible. Therefore, it is considered
that a surveillance system should be switched off during non-recording interval time
and be powered only for the recording period. But there still exists some problem when
an ordinary VTR is used. The frequent switching causes severe damages to mechanical
parts of VTR. Another problem is switching recordings itself. It is necessary to take a
few second for a recording head to reach the constant rotating speed, then the energy is
consumed during this idling period and at this time it should be recorded still pictures
with synchronizing which is able to play back normally for continuous reviewing the
recorded tape.

Taking into consideration these factors, it was concluded to develop an
innovative 8mm VTR suitable for the COSMOS based on commercially available
techniques.

The concept of the COSMOS system for development was the followings,

(1) The recording unit performs the surveillance functions. The recording capacity
is 30,000 pictures. The recording is black and white. Time of day and date, and
other event information are annotated to each scene on the tape.

The recording unit consists of the following sub-components:

- A CCD camera with a shutter function,
An one-shot 8mm VTR,
A system controller,

- A video picture frame memory,
- A battery pack.

These sub-components are modular components and assembled into a main
frame, and also enclosed with a tamper resistant housing.
The picture view of the recording unit is displayed on a monitor TV through
the video picture frame memory.

(2) The set-up unit is used to initialize and operate the recording unit and the
recorded event data will be read using this unit. The unit consists of a key board,
a liquid crystal display (LCD), and a control circuitry.

3 -
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(3) The review unit is a commercially available standard 8mm VTR at the
beginning. At the later stage, a quick review device for processing the tape
recorded by the COSMOS shall be started.

- A -
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3. System Description

The development of the COSMOS commenced in 1983.
The final model of the COSMOS was completed in 1991 fiscal year and the

consecutive long-term performance and reliability test was successfully completed
in 1993. In August 1993, the IAEA authorized the COSMOS as an equipment for routine
inspection use. The approval letter of IAEA is attached as appendix.

This section describes the general performance of the COSMOS.

3.1 General Description

The COSMOS was developed as a safeguards surveillance system. It was
designed to be a direct replacement for the Twin Minolta film camera system. The
COSMOS not only resolves the weakness of the Twin Minolta but also preserves its
features, such as compactness, integrity, transportability, battery operation, high
reliability, and simple installation and operation. Moreover it has in-situ and on-site tape
review capability.

Significant efforts of development were concentrated to solve the following
two matters.

(1) An exhaustive reduction of power consumption on the system
Recordings of 30,000 scenes for three months by means of batteries should
be accomplished with a reasonable compactness and weight of the system
which is able to bring and install it by one person. Therefore, a usable
battery has a very severe limitation in size, weight and capacity.
Consequently, the power consumption of system should be reduced
significantly and it will resolve with a provision of intermittent drive VTR
as well as a use of components included the circuitry which is reduced
extremely the power consumption for a recording of still pictures.

(2) Recordings of one frame by one frame as still pictures by means of an 8mm
VTR
Using a 8mm VTR which is primarily continuous recording, the system
should be accomplished an intermittent drive VTR in a very short operation
and should be recorded still pictures in none of lacked scenes, deteriorated
quality of pictures. In addition to these condition, recorded still pictures
should be synchronized each other for a continuous playback to review the
recorded tape for the technical and safeguards evaluation.

The overall power consumption of COSMOS was minimized by the
optimization of switching on/off the system components and reducing the amount of the
leaked current during non-recording period.

The COSMOS is composed of a recording unit and a setup/review unit as
shown in Photo 1 and Photo 2. The exterior of COSMOS is shown in Fig. 1 and the

- 5 -
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setup/review unit is shown in Photo 3 and Fig. 9. The COSMOS recording unit shown
in Fig. 2 is composed of four modules covered with a tamperproof housing. Four
modules of the recording unit are consisted of a camera/VTR module shown in Photo 4,
Photo 5 and Fig. 3, a control module shown in Photo 6 and Fig. 4, a memory module
shown in Photo 6 and Fig. 5, and an AC or a DC power module shown in Photo 7 to
Photo 10, Fig. 6andFig.7.

The COSMOS system is designed to operate in an indoor environment, and is
able to operate in ambient temperatures from 5 to 40 degrees centigrade and also is able
to function correctly in relative humidity from 25 to 80 %. These extremes are provided
with the operating specification of the video cassette tape used. However, the COSMOS
system will be operated beyond these extremes with some deterioration of the still
picture quality.

The major specifications of COSMOS are summarized in Table 4 and the
system block diagram of COSMOS is shown in Fig. 10.

3.2 Recording Unit

The recording unit is operative by either battery or AC mains power. When a
power supply module will change from the AC power module to the DC power module,
the operation scheme of this unit is automatically changed to that power operation mode,
and vice versa.

It is consisted of four modules which are assembled into a mounting main
frame shown in Photo 11. A tamperproof case covers all components. The recording
unit shown in Photo 1, Photo 2, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 is composed of several major
components, namely the main frame, four modules and the tamperproof housing. This
configuration of this unit provides with both the high reliability for the system and the
low maintenance endeavor to the operator.

The four modules are:

- the camera/VTR module consisting of a CCD camera and a special 8mm
VTR as shown in Photo 4, Photo 5 and Fig. 3,
the system control module shown in Photo 6 and Fig. 4,
the image memory module shown in Photo 6 and Fig. 5,

- the power supply module (either DC or AC power) as shown in Photo 7 to
Photo 10, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

The above four modules are independently installed as modular units into the
main frame and each module can easily pull out of the frame individually. This function
is bring an easy system maintenance as exchanging the object module.

The camera/VTR module and the power supply module have a simulated
exterior but the same dimensions, and the same locking mechanism to the main frame
using both a handle and an unlocked knob. The control module and memory module
have a simulated exterior and the same locking mechanism using both two screws and
two levers. Both modules provide a different external shape at the backend corner of
each PCB (Printed Circuit Board) to protect a wrong installation to the main frame.

The camera/VTR and the power supply modules can substitute easily a

- 6 -
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malfunction module using the handle and the unlocked knob together of that front panel.
A substituted new module is put into and mechanically fixed with the frame in a way of
one action. But to fix electrically between the module and the main frame, the module
provides two small lead plates at both left and right back sides of the front panel of that
one.

The control and memory modules provide two screws and two levers at both
left and right sides of the front panel of module to fix with or to remove from the main
frame mechanically, also electrically. Therefore the modules are not provided the small
lead plates at the back of front panel.

The tamperproof case is provided with two windows for the view of CCD
camera, one in the front side and the other in the rear. Therefore, the CCD camera
equipped with an auto-iris lens can be mounted toward either front or back of the case
as shown in Photo 2 and Photo 12.

The power supply module can use either the DC power module or the AC
power module by just simply substituting the module each other. If the AC power is
preferable depending on an application, the AC power module is used in AC 100 to 250
volts, 48 to 62 Hz and provides a backup battery for approximately continuous three
hours operation at an outage of AC power supply.

3.2.1 Camera/VTR Module

The camera /VTR module is shown in Photo 4 and Fig. 3. The camera/VTR
module is mainly composed of both a CCD camera itself and a special 8mm VTR which
are provided in a modular case made of aluminum as shown in Photo 5. The particular
8mm VTR is composed of an 8mm VTR mechanical deck with a cassette compartment
and its control circuitry as shown in Fig. 11.

On the front panel of camera/VTR module, it provides a camera lens with auto-
iris, a handle with an unlock knob and a eject button with an indicator.

The monochrome CCD video camera of this module is an off-the-shelf product,
and provides with a C-mount lens with an auto iris. The CCD camera is shown in Fig. 8
and its block diagram is shown in Fig. 17. The CCD camera specifications of model
AVC-D5 (Sony) are also presented in Table 5.

The lens (Model VCL-08Y) of CCD camera has a focal length of 8mm and a
maximum aperture ratio of F1.4, and also auto iris which can adjust to properly set a
bright level and contrast of picture using both LEVEL and ALC adjustable screws. A
view of the lens which is illustrated below is equivalent to the one of the Twin Minolta
lens. If need more wide view of the lens, it can change to another wide angle lens.

— - — —
Angle of View

Range of View at 10 m forwards

Horizontal

57.6 degree

11.0m

Vertical

44.8 degree

8.3 m

Diagonal

69.0 degree

—

These values are calculated, however, these angles and ranges in practice are
smaller because the values are affected by a combination of the lens, the CCD and a
monitor TV.

- 7 -
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The handle and the unlock knob of the module is used together to remove the
camera/VTR module from the recording unit. The handle is pulled to remove the
module while the unlock knob is slid in direction of the arrow.

The eject button can always eject a video cassette tape inside the cassette
compartment but is not used to use in normal operation. When the button is squeezed,
the cassette compartment is coming up and the tape can taken out or put into. The
indicator LED inside the eject button lights up while the cassette compartment is opened
or when the tape is installed into the compartment with setting the write-protective knob
(red) of the cassette back.

The module provides with a DC input jack at upper left corner of its rear panel.
This DC input jack can use to remove a cassette tape remaining at the compartment as
an emergency procedure only when the operative battery of the system has completely
discharged up.

The view of camera can be set to face forward or backward to install a
preferable location from the view point of the safeguards. If the view of camera should
be changed preferably, alterations must be made to both the camera/VTR module and
the tamperproof housing, namely changing both the camera position at the camera/VTR
module and the camera window at the tamperproof housing from the front to the back.

3.2.2 Control Module

This module function mainly controls the entire system, especially the
recording sequence as the COSMOS format, timely intermittent recordings by the built-
in interval time clock or external alarm triggers, and the power switching circuitry for
the extremely reducing power consumption at that time of the DC power supply used.

The control module is shown in Photo 6 and Fig. 4, and its block diagram is
shown in Fig. 12. This module provides, from the left side facing the front panel, two
LED indicators both STRAT (green) and ERROR (orange), "TO SETUP UNIT"
receptacle of connector to communicate with the setup/review unit, two buttons both
RECording START and STOP, and three "INTERVAL TIME" switches to set a fixed
interval time for surveillance recordings.

The START indicator (green) will light up upon a completion of setup
procedure if a self-diagnosis at starting the surveillance operation is completed in
normal. But during the self-diagnosis, both LED indicator START and ERROR is
lighting up together to denote under the way of self-diagnosis. The ERROR indicator
(orange) blinks while some error occurs to the system in operation.

"TO SETUP UNIT" receptacle is used to connect with the setup/review unit
through the cable for operating the system as shown in Photo 2.

"REC START" button is able to press for initiating the system operation for
the surveillance and also "REC STOP" button is able to quit manually the surveillance
operation. But usually both START and STOP buttons is not used to use for the
surveillance operation with the exception of a special operation as an emergency or a
redundancy measures. Normally the setup/review unit is used to use for the system
operation.

The three INTERVAL TIME switches set the fixed interval time for picture
recordings through the operation period. These combined switches can set an fixed
interval time range from 0.1 min. to 30 min. in 0.1 min. step, namely in 0.1 min.

- 8 -
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increment. If this time set in out of that range, it is set either 0.1 min. or 30.0 min., for
example, 0.1 min. with a setting of 00.0 min. and 30.0 min. with settings of more than
30.0 min.. There is another INTERVAL TIME switch behind the front panel and on the
PCB board. This time switch is selectable for three random interval times and one mode
of the fixed interval time. The three random interval times are consisted of one minute,
five minutes and fifteen minutes as an average time of three months duration. Random
interval times are distributed to the mean time in normal distribution, and are ranged
from 17 to 103 seconds for 1 min., 85 to 515 seconds for 5 min. and 253 to 1547
seconds for 15 min.. When the mode of fixed interval time is chosen, a fixed interval
time is decided by the three INTERVAL TIME switches on the front panel as shown in
Fig. 18.

This module provides a backup battery to maintain a memory data which is
contained a calendar clock, system log and user data. This backup battery is a small disk
type as shown in Photo 6, and need to replace new one after about one year operation.

3.2.3 Memory Module

This module function is mainly maintaining a still picture on the video frame
memory prior to record on the tape, and annotates some information on all still pictures
by means of VITC (Vertical Interval Time and Control Code) generator circuitry. These
are controlled directly by the control module.

The memory module is shown in Photo 6 and Fig. 5, and its block diagram is
shown in Fig. 13. This module provides, from left side on the front panel, three test
point terminals of GND, VTR and MEMORY for checking and testing the still pictures,
and two BNC connectors of CAMERA output signal and "EXT ALARM" of any
external signal.

The GND terminal is commonly used by both VTR and MEMORY terminals
as a ground earth for the system maintenance. The VTR terminal outputs the still
pictures by playing back the recorded cassette tape of VTR. Then the VTR terminal is
connected some standard external TV monitor to watch the playback still pictures for
checking and testing the system, mainly the VTR system. If it needs further examination
of VTR circuitry, a synchronous oscilloscope will connect to this terminal.

The MEMORY terminal outputs the still picture signal from the frame memory,
then is connected a external TV monitor to see the still picture being in the frame
memory before recordings.

The CAMERA connector is a BNC receptacle, then is connected a TV monitor
with the BNC plug and cable to watch the real picture of the CCD camera. This
connector is very useful that the installation location of the system will fixed by a view
of camera. It can be examine a field of view, a focus of lens, and a contrast and
brightness as a quality of picture at the first installation and other routine activities in a
facility.

The EXT ALARM connector is a BNC receptacle, receives as an output signal
of external trigger which is a dry contact, for example, one making contact of a relay.
When an alarm signal is received, the COSMOS system records consecutively three still
pictures at approximately 6 seconds interval time.
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3.2.4 AC Power Module

This module converts from the external AC power supply to the DC power
supply for the COSMOS system as well as contains the backup battery inside the
module. The AC power module is shown in Photo 7, Photo 8 and Fig. 6. The block
diagram of the module is shown in Fig. 14.

The AC power module provides the same locking and unlocking mechanism as
the camera/VTR module. The front panel of the module provides the UNLOCK knob,
the carrying handle, two LED indicators and DC OUT switch with two protective bars.

The two LED indicators consist of the AC ON indictor and the CHARGE
indicator. The AC ON indicator (green) lights up when the AC power is supplied to the
module. The external AC power supply is used AC 100 to 250 volts and 48 to 62 Hz
through the receptacle at the rear panel, and also directly plugged into this module.

The CHARGE indicator (orange) lights up when the rechargeable backup
battery inside the AC power module is being charged. Consequently the indicator is
going out after the battery is fully charged. This incorporated battery provides for
approximately continuous three hours duration in the fixed 5 minutes recording interval
time while the AC power supply is an outage for the system operation. This is available
for about 400 scenes recording under the full charging of the battery pursuant to the
COSMOS specifications, but the system will be lasted twice scenes in practice.
However, the backup duration for recordings is significantly depended on the charging
state of the battery. This rechargeable battery is packed 6 cells in series, and provides
with the special high performance at the high temperature region in operation.

The specification of built-in battery is as follows:

- Ni - Cd Alkaline Battery : Rechargeable, GS SFAT corp.,
- Model : KR1.8CH - 6E (KR - 107),
- Nominal Voltage : 7.2 V,
- Nominal Capacity : 1800 mAh,
- Weight : approximately 480 g,
- Charging Current : 180 raA /15 hours,
- Trickle Charging Current : 36 ~ 90 mA, 60 mA in normal,
- Trickle Charging Life : more than 2 years,
- Rated Discharge Current : 360 mA,
- Final Discharging Voltage : 6.0 V,
- Operating Ambient Temperature : 0 ~ +45°C in charging,

: 0 ~ +60°C in discharging.
- Storage Ambient Temperature : -30 ~ +50°C in normal,

:-20 ~ +35°C in long term,
- Full Charging : 15 hours charging continuously with 180

: mA constant charging current under
:20±5°C,

- Thermal Protector Working Temperature : 75°C,
- Thermal Protector Release Temperature : more than 46°C.
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The rechargeable battery can be see beneath the steel plate at the central part of
the unit as shown in Photo 8 "AC Power Module with Cover Removed". When the
battery is used for the first time as well as in case of fully discharged one, it should be
powered for more than 48 hours to charge up. The battery can also be charged while the
system is being in AC power operation.

The replacement of the Ni-Cd rechargeable battery is recommended
conservatively by the SONY Corporation to carry out every year, but the battery
manufacturer states that the life of battery is more than 2 years under proper trickle
charging.

The DC OUT switch is able to turn off the DC supply to the recording unit,
especially during a transportation of the recording unit and according to require. But it
should be used at the ON position in operation.

3.2.5 DC Power Module

The DC power module provides the same exterior dimensions as well as
locking and unlocking mechanism as the AC power module. The module is shown in
Photo 9, Photo 10 and Fig. 7. The front panel of module has simply the UNLOCK knob
and the handle. This module contains only one thionyl chloride lithium battery pack and
its attached connector as illustrated in Fig. 15 "Wiring Diagram of DC Power Module".
The battery pack (model 3B36-2A3B) consists of three parallel cells with a series of
two cells, and each cell has a fuse to protect an over current, and each parallel cell has a
diode to protect a reverse-current. The battery package is enclosed all components as
mentioned above with a film sheet, and put into the module with a cable and a
connector. The battery is able to exchange simply with new one (or equivalent one) at
the intermediate connector which is separable.

The specifications of a high energy density inorganic cell are as follows:

Model
Size

Open circuit voltage
Operating temperature
Weight

3B36
DD
(1.320±0.012 diameterX4.380±0.015 height)
3.9±0.5V
-32 to+93 °C (-26 to 199 °F)
220 g

• At 25 °C (77 °F)
• Rated capacity at 6A discharge current : 27 Ah
• Rated capacity at 350 mA discharge current : 30 Ah
• Average load voltage at 6A discharge current :3.1V
• Average load voltage at 350 mA discharge current : 3.6 V

• Manufacturer : Electrochem Industries, Inc.

The capacity of this battery package is 90 Ah in nominal.

The capacity of battery pack as mentioned above provides a continuous
recording operation during more than three months at fixed five minutes interval time,
namely 30,000 scenes recordings but the lithium battery itself is still costly and not
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usable once more at this time. Therefore, a rechargeable high power density and large
capacity of battery will expect to develop in the near future.

3.2.6 Tamperproof Housing and Main Frame

The tamperproof housing as shown in Photo 1 and Fig. 1, the main frame as
shown in Photo 2, Photo 11 and Fig. 2, and other modules (The camera/VTR, the
control, the memory, the AC power and the DC power modules) are made of the
aluminum plates and frames.

The tamperproof housing is made of the aluminum plate with a seamless
welding and an anodized treatment in the surface of housing which is capable for
protecting or remaining any adversary measures to the system during in operation or in
storage.

The housing equipped with the camera window with a glass of mat treatment to
protect the light reflection at the surface of window glass. An opposite side of camera
window of the housing provides a window shield capable for the installation of camera
toward the rear side. The shape of camera window is a rectangular for preventing the
view of lens from the frame of window.

There are a handle for hand carrying the whole recording unit, and both four
studs with a small hole and four screws which have narrow grooves for applying the
authorities seals with wires. The four screws fix the housing with the main frame and
provide a steel chain to protect for falling down at the installation and also operation of
the unit.

The main frame of the recording unit is able to install four modules as
mentioned above. It can be see four locking guide studs of the camera/VTR and the
power modules, and also four fixing studs with a small hole for the tamper proof
housing in Photo 11. The frame provides a tamper switch assembly at central upper
portion of the left side frame as shown in Photo 11 and Photo 12. When the tamperproof
housing is opened or closed, the tamper switch detects and records each time the on-off
movement, and also makes picture recordings under the specific condition.

The base plate of this main frame provides four screw holes at the rear side of
the plate. These screw holes are usable for the installation of the COSMOS at a facility.
Therefore, the recording unit can install easily on the previous base plate of the Twin-
Minolta camera directly or with an auxiliary plate on the previous plate.

3.3 Setup/Review Unit

The setup/review unit is used only at that time of starting and stopping to the
recording unit. This unit is connected to the "TO SETUP UNIT" connector on the
control module of the recording unit as shown in Photo 2. The unit consists of a keypad
with twenty six keys, a liquid crystal display (LCD), a printer as shown in Photo 3 and
Fig. 9, and a cable with a connector. The block diagram of setup/review unit is shown in
Fig. 16.

The unit itself does not provide a power supply. Therefore, the unit receives a
requiring 5V DC power supply through the cable between the unit and the control
module.
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Through the setup/review unit to the recording unit, an inspector can input
several commands for operating the system and enter the data such as the facility name
and a short message.

When the recording is initiated, the system automatically proceeds the self-
diagnosis for the system status and also checks the 8mm tape existence in the cassette
compartment, then prints out the unit ID No., all the input data and "the predicted date"
of 30,000th scene recording for the DC operation or "the predicted date" of 45,000th

scene recording for the AC operation.
When the surveillance recording is quitted, by a setup/review unit at the end of

surveillance period, a list of events which have occurred during this surveillance
duration is printed together with the time and date tag individually. The events are
tamperproof case opening/closing, moisture condensation as dew on a recording drum
head, high temperature beyond the threshold level, time/date of the first and the last
recording scene, and so on. The operation of COSMOS can be started or stopped even
except a setup/review unit, whereas the printout of events through the just previous
surveillance period can not be obtained.

3.3.1 Command, Numeric and Cursor Keys

The command keys consists of the twelve operational keys as illustrated in
Table 1. These keys are used to input the operational commands for setting up the
system at the initial installation and for commencing or terminating the surveillance of
the inspection period, and to review the logging data during the system in operation.

The numeric keys consist of the numeric "ten" keys, namely "0 to 9" keys, to
enter numbers by accompanying with the command keys.

The four cursor keys are used with some command keys to chose an
alphanumeric character for entering the user data, and to display the alarm information
on the LCD display at that of the system stopped routinely or accidentally.

3.3.2 LCD Display

The LCD display indicates the information as a system prompt, a setting data, a
system date and data, and the logging data for guiding the setting, operation and
reviewing the system. The LCD display composes of the four lines with the sixteen
characters per line.

3.3.3 Printer

The printer is a thermal printing in sixteen digits alphanumeric characters on a
thermal sensitive paper. The printer provides a rolled paper with a transparent plastic
cover to protect the paper, and the cover easily removes form the unit. The printer paper
is a heat sensitive paper in 38 mm wide (model TP038-08CJ2 made by Seiko
Electronics or equivalent).
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3.4 Review Station

A quick review station was developed to evaluate recorded tapes for the
reliability test of both JAERI and IAEA to the COSMOS system and also to ease the
technical review procedure on the inspection use.

This review station automatically examines the individual scene numbers and
detects numbers of individual lacked scenes using the Vertical Interval Time and
Control (VITC) code which is described in later section 6. The diagram of review
station is illustrated in Fig. 25 "Diagram of COSMOS Review Station for Analyzing
Missing Scenes", and the station examines a tape recorded and indicates its results on
the CRT display and prints out following items.

• File Name
• Tape ID
• Date
• Name of Reviewer
• Interval Time
• Unit No.
• Rec. start time
• Rec. end time
• Information of End Status
• List of Missed Scenes
• Total Number of Scenes
• Numbers of Lacked Scenes
• Numbers of Missed Scenes
• Average Numbers of Recorded Fields per One Scene and its

Variance

The first four items, "File Name, Tape ID, Date and Name of Reviewer", are
typed into by a reviewer, and remaining items are automatically examined, then all
items are printed out.

The review station automatically locates the specified scene for examination by
typing the scene number or time/date, and can play back a frame by a frame normally or
inversely.

This development project was continued as one of functions in Generic Review
Station (GRS) development under the IAEA guidance.
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4. Performance and Operation

The COSMOS system provides the distinctive appearance, the particular
performances and the unique functions, especially the recordings of still pictures on the
8mm video cassette tape with the COSMOS format by means of the intermittent DC
power control of the system which is supplied by the lithium battery and it's the
operation.

Both the performance and the operation of the COSMOS are described in the
following. However, the COSMOS recording scheme and the VITC code (Vertical
Interval Time and Control Code) are described in later another section, respectively.

4.1 Performance

The COSMOS system is attained the basic design requirements for the system
as described in section 2. "Design Concept", and the general system description is
illustrated in the previous section 3.

The particular performances and the unique functions of the COSMOS are as
follows:

Three ways to commence a surveillance operation,
The capability of preventive checking for the camera and VTR operation
prior to commence the surveillance or for the maintenance,

- The capability for changing the view direction of camera from the forward
view to the backward one, and vice versa,
The simple and easy substitution of the system power supply and its
operation from the battery (DC power supply) to the AC power supply, and
vice versa,
A wide range setting of the interval recording time by a random or a fixed
time,

- The emergency retrieve of the video cassette tape inside the VTR
compartment at the no available system power,

- The special recording by means of the external alarm trigger signal,
The superimposed important information on the video cassette tape with
the VITC code,

- Every time execution of the self-diagnosis on the system at commencing
the surveillance operation,

- The automatic control iris of the camera lens,
The in situ easy reviewing of the surveillance records by means of the
setup/review unit,

- The long durable life of operation by a replacement of a rotated recording
head of VTR or a whole VTR mechanism only.
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4.1.1 Three ways to commence a surveillance operation

The COSMOS system provides with three ways to commence a surveillance
operation as follows:

- The setup/review unit

The system usually uses the setup/review unit and a small monitor TV to
set up and check up the one for starting the surveillance as shown in Photo 2
and Fig. 10. This is the normal procedure for starting the system at the initial or
repetitive operation. At first, the setup/review unit and a monitor TV are
connected to the control module and the memory module, respectively. Then,
the SET UP key of the setup/review unit is pressed and the system is entering
the standby mode. After the all settings and checking are completed, the system
will be ready for starting. When the RUN key of the setup/review unit is
squeezed, the system is able to commence the surveillance mode. This normal
starting procedure is described in next section "4.2 Operation" in detail.

- The REC START/STOP switches

The system is able to start the surveillance operation by using the REC
START button switch of the control module. In this case, all settings to the
system have completed or have been in the system, and a video cassette tape
which is ready for recording should be installed into the VTR. If an operator is
not available for the use of setup/review unit by any reason, this means is
usable for a repetitive operation or an emergency surveillance.

Squeeze the REC START button of the control module.
The START LED indicator of the control module lights up in green, the

ERROR LED indicator lights up in orange simultaneously, then the system
begins to proceed the self diagnosis.

If there is no error as a result of the self diagnosis,
The ERROR indicator goes off. About three seconds later, the START

indicator goes off, and the surveillance operation commences.
In this condition, even if the setup/review unit is connected after the

surveillance operation is already started, the system do not display the result of
the self diagnosis and cannot also print out the setting data.

If there are any errors as a result of the self diagnosis.
The ERROR indicator flickers and the surveillance operation cannot

commence. Therefore, the setup/review unit must be connected with the
control module to set the system to the standby mode and then press the SET
UP key. Next, press the RUN key to commence the surveillance operation. The
system initiates the self diagnosis again and its result is displayed.
Consequently, the system malfunction is defined by its cause and examine the
cause. After it is resolved the cause, press the RUN key of the setup/review
unit again to commence the surveillance operation. At last, squeeze the REC
START button on the control module.
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In the DC operation, if there are "NO CASSETTE" or any error as a result
of the self diagnosis, at that time the operator carries out nothing to cope with
errors, consequently the system power is automatically quitted one minute later
for the battery power saving.

To quit the surveillance operation without the setup/review unit,
Squeeze the REC STOP button on the control module, but in this case the

system cannot notify the system alarm messages by both displaying and
printing. If it needs those messages, the setup/review unit should be connected
to the control module.

The tamper switch

The tamper switch on the main frame of recording unit can use to
commence automatically the surveillance operation whereby the tamperproof
housing is fixed the main frame without pressing either the RUN key of the
setup/review unit or the REC START button of the control module.

If the system is ready for starting the surveillance operation by means of
both a setting procedure and the usable video cassette tape already installed,
the system will merely commence the operation when the tamper switch is
actuated by fixing the tamperproof housing to the main frame. In this case, the
system carries out the identical operation with the previous setting condition,
for instance, a previous setting of the interval recording time and the same
operator's information.

4.1.2 Capability of the preventive checking for the system operation

The COSMOS system provides operators with the capability of several
preventive checking as follows:

- The manual focus adjustment and the automatic iris control of the video
camera,

- Both camera and VTR operation prior to carry out the surveillance
operation,

- The printer operation.

The manual focus adjustmentjind the automaticjris control of the video camera

The picture quality of the video camera must be assured to record the
scenes of safeguards interest prior to commence the surveillance operation or at
the initial installation.

The video camera with an auto-iris lens provides the functions both the
manual focus adjustment and the automatic iris control. The lens housing
provides a focus ring and tow adjustable screws for the picture quality control.
The picture focus is able to adjust manually by rotating the focus ring while
checking the display of the monitor TV which is connected to the memory
module. After that, the focus ring is tighten with a locking screw.
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After the lens focus is fixed, the camera picture is examined on the monitor
TV. For the most appropriate picture quality, both LEVEL and ALC control
screws is able to adjust for the camera picture. But both control screws are set to
a suitable value of video signal under the normal ordinary condition at the
factory. If the picture image shows extremely high contrast, rotate the ALC
screw toward the Pk (peak) position from the Av (average) position or at an
appropriate position. The picture is no good effect on the image quality while
adjusting the ALC screw, set the ALC screw to the Av position. Then, adjust the
video signal using the LEVEL screw from the H to the L position, and vice
versa.

Both camera and VTR operation prior to carry out the surveillance operation

Prior to commence the surveillance operation, operators should examine
that all settings of the system are properly made, especially if the usable video
cassette tape is already installed in the VTR. Firstly, check that the setup/review
unit and the monitor TV are correctly connected to the control module and the
memory module, respectively. Secondly, the system operation is being in the
standby mode by the setup/review unit and then the system will wait for the
preventive checking by a trial recording.

The preventive checking by the trial recording is as follows:

• The COSMOS operational command keys and the numerical commands of
operation on the setup/review unit are shown in Table 1 and Table 2,
respectively.

• Enter [101] using the numerical keys and squeeze the ENTER key.
The following message appears on the LCD display of the setup/review unit.

[T]
PUSH COMMAND KEY
>TEST REC START?
PUSH ENTER KEY!

[T] means that the usable video cassette tape is properly installed in
the VTR.

Squeeze the ENTER key again.
The VTR commences the test recording in the normal NTSC (National
Television System Committee) recording and lasts its recordings until
stopping by the [404] numerical command entered.
All the time it must be watched the VTR working and the monitor TV.
After checking the VTR operation, enter [303] and squeeze the ENTER key
to rewind the recorded tape toward the beginning of the tape.
Enter [505] and squeeze the ENTER key to examine the picture quality of the
recorded tape and also the camera performance.
If the VTR does not work, confirm the following connections:
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The setup/review unit and the control module.
The monitor TV and the memory module.

Check the VTR operation again from the standby mode.

The printer operation

Prior to start the surveillance operation or at any time, the printer
incorporated to the setup/review unit must be checked its proper function by
means of following procedures.

The printer operation is made in the standby mode with the indication of
"PUSH COMMAND KEY" in the LCD display.

Squeeze the ALRM DISP (alarm display) command key. If the system is
stored any alarm logs, the alarms are displayed on the LCD display. But when
there are no alarms recorded, or just after initializing the system, the following
message appears on the display and then the system will become in the standby
mode.

*ALARM LOG DUMP
NO ERROR!

PUSH COMMAND KEY

Squeeze the PRNT (print) command key. The printer commences a printing
of alarm log. But when there is no alarm, the following message will be print
out.

No Error Log

If the printer does not work properly, check that the setup/review unit is
correctly connected to the control module and the printer paper is installed
properly, respectively.

Then, check the printer operation again in the standby mode.

4.1.3 Capability for changing the view direction of camera

The view direction of the camera can be changed either the forward view or
the backward one of the recording unit depending on the installation condition
of the system.
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The change of view direction should be made for both the window of
tamperproof housing and the camera of the camera/VTR module.

Changingjhe camera window of the tamperproof housing

For example, when the camera window of the front panel in the housing is
changed to the rear panel, the front window glass and the rear shield plate should
be exchanged each other.

Changing the camera direction of the camera/VTR module

First, pull the camera/VTR module out of the recording unit.
Next, the camera position is changed at the module as follows:

• Remove the top panel and the rear cover plate of the module and change the
camera position.

• Remove the two screws fixing the camera itself to the bottom panel.
• Disconnect backwards the plug of the DC IN/SYNC connector holding the

knurled part of the plug. Never rotate the plug.
• Take the camera itself out of the module along the front side.
• Turn the camera direction, insert the camera from the rear side.
• Connect the plug of the DC IN/SYNC connector.
• Fix the camera with two screws, attached the cover plate to the front panel of

the module.
• Put back the top panel on the module.

4.1.4 Substitution of the system power supply and its operation

The COSMOS system is operative by either the battery or the AC power supply.
When a power supply module will change from the AC power module to the DC power
module, the operation scheme of the system is automatically changed to that power
operation mode, and vice versa. In the case of the operation by the AC power supply,
the system do not perform the power control, namely on-off power switching control,
for a power saving as well as watching the voltage level for managing the DC power
operation.

4.1.5 Setting of the interval time for the recordings

The surveillance recording of the COSMOS system is principally accomplished
with an intermittent recording scheme as the unique and excellent COSMOS format.
This intermittent recording scheme is different with a conservative time-lapse recording,
even a ordinary continuous recording like the NTSC recording.

The intermittent recording is defined by several interval time base consisted of
both random times and fixed times. The interval recording time is set by four small blue
rotary switches of the control module. These rotary switches are divided into two kinds
of switch, one is in just behind of the front panel of the control module as S2 switch,
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and remaining three switches is on the front panel of the control module as S4, S3 and
S5 as shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19.

The S2 switch can set only one of four positions (0,1,2,3) which are consisted of
three random interval times and one fixed time mode selection. If this S2 switch is set a
position with the other number, the fixed interval time mode is exclusively chosen.
Three random interval times are consisted of approximately 1, 5 and 15 minutes on
average for 90 days operation. If the fixed interval time mode (position 3) is chosen in
S2, one fixed interval time is set stepwise in 0.1 minutes increment from 0.1 to 30
minutes by S4, S3 and S5 switches on the front panel of the control module. But if the
interval time is set in 00.0 minute, this becomes to set in 0.1 minutes and also a setting
more than 30 minutes becomes to set in 30 minutes fixed interval time, respectively.

4.1.6 Emergency retrieve of the video cassette tape inside the VTR

The COSMOS system using the DC power module is available for three months
operation in the five minutes interval time. But if the system have consumed the battery
up during the operation by any reason, the video cassette tape inside the VTR cannot
retrieve from the cassette compartment at the stop or the completion of the surveillance
operation. If a new DC power module or an AC power module are available at this time,
the video cassette tape can easily take out by exchanging the power module.

If a new DC power module or an AC power module cannot be available at that
time, the video cassette tape can retrieve from the VTR compartment as follows:

• Remove the camera/VTR module from the recording unit.
• Connect the AC power adapter output (for example, model AC-VW3 in

Japan) to the DC input jack at the upper left side corner on the rear panel of
the camera/VTR module.

• Press the EJECT button on the front panel of the camera/VTR module. Then
the lid of the cassette compartment is opened, and the cassette tape can be
taken out.

• The usable AC power adapter is a following specification.
Output: DC6.5V-8V, 1.5A
Output plug: the unified polarity plug

(inner is positive, outer is negative)
Outer diameter is 4.75 mm (3/16 inches)

4.1.7 Special recording by the external alarm trigger

The COSMOS system provides a capability of external triggering recording
during the surveillance operation. The front panel of memory module is equipped with
an EXT (external) ALARM input BNC receptacle which is acceptable for a dry contact
signal generated by an external alarm system, for example, a proximity detector system.

When the system is accepted an external alarm signal at the interval time
recording in operation, the EXT ALARM recording is successively carried out three
time records with two still pictures per time in approximately six seconds interval time.
After the EXT ALARM recording completed, the system resumes to operate the
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surveillance recording at the interval time mode.

4.1.8 Superimposed information on the video tape

The COSMOS system records the video still pictures as well as superimposed
some important information on the video cassette tape. This superimposed information
is recorded on each video field track of the tape, and consists of two kinds of data,
namely visible annotations generated by the character generator on each still picture and
invisible codes " VITC " ( Vertical Interval Time and Control code) on a portion of the
video track. The visible annotations can be superimposed in two lines either a top or a
bottom position on the still picture through the operation, and are consisted of the
Date/Time, the cumulative number of scenes, the unit I/D number, the data or short
message of user defined, and two indicators of the external and temperature alarm. The
VITC code is not appeared on each still picture, and described in later section 6
"Vertical Interval Time and Control Code (VITC) of COSMOS.

The superimposing position of annotations can be chosen by using the
setup/review unit in the preferable position either a top or a bottom depending on the
scene to be recorded, and the system is set in a standby mode. The Data/Time, the unit
I/D number and the user data are set at the commence of operation by the setup/review
unit, but both the cumulative number of scenes and two indicators are controlled by the
system itself.

The superimposing position and annotations are illustrated as follows:

TOP

Video Still Picture

BOTTOM

The contents of the superimposed annotations at two lines into the video still
picture are as follows:

mm/dd/yy
67 - -

mm/dd/yy
hh:mm
12345
67
-

hh:mm # 12345
JAERI/TOKAI=<JAP

(8 digits)
(5 digits)
(5 digits)
(2 digits)
(2 digits)

JAERI/TOKAI=<JAP (16 digits)

: Month/Day/Year
: Time of Day, Hour : Minute
: Cumulative Number of Scenes
: Unit I/D number
: First and Second Indicators
: Useful Comment of User defined
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The cumulative number of scenes is automatically counted up from the
commence of surveillance. The unit I/D number is a unique number to identify each
COSMOS system. The first indicator means that the external alarm is accepted ( " * " )
or not ( " - " indicates in the normal operation.). The second indicator means that the
temperature inside the VTR exceeds the limitation ( " * " ) or not ( " - " indicates in
normal.). The user data is input by the operator within 16 characters and/or symbols.

4.1.9 Self-diagnosis on the system at starting

The COSMOS system provides the self-diagnosis performance to both the
(System) Control Module and the VTR component including its control circuitry of the
CAMERA/VTR Module at starting the surveillance operation. The self-diagnosis result
consists of "Dew, VTR Down including Head Clogging, Tape End, High Temperature
and Battery End". If these events excepted "High Temperature" occur at the
commencement, the system can not proceed the operation of surveillance and recording.
In case of "High Temperature" which is occurred by more than 40°C, the system will
commence the surveillance operation. During the surveillance operation if both "Tape
End and Battery End" events occur, the system quits the surveillance operation and
records their event, and others record only their events as alarm logs.

After the completion of preparations for a surveillance operation ( for example,
the view and focus of camera, the date and time, the user data, the unit I/D, the
annotation position and also the printer function.), the system can start the surveillance
using the RUN key command of the setup/review unit. When the system starts the
operation, the system automatically commences the self-diagnosis and both orange and
green LEDs of the control module flicker simultaneously during this sequence.

The self-diagnosis carries out and confirms the following operation in sequence.

• The mode of VTR operation is changed to the normal one, namely NTSC
VTR operation.

• The character generator is cleared and is set a superimposed data. The scene
numbers should be set the number of "zero" at this time.

• The VITC data is set.
• The image frame memory is frozen.
• The VTR is recorded in normal mode during 10 seconds.
• The mode of operation is changed to the COSMOS mode, the VTR is

recorded one scene only.
• The image frame memory is thawed out.
• The VTR error status is red and checked.

If there is no error,

The "SETUP END" message appears on the LCD display of the setup/review
unit and the "SETTING DATA" is automatically printed out as well as the surveillance
operation starts. After the printing, the ERROR (orange) indicator is extinguished and
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the START (green) indicator is also extinguished at three seconds later.

Ifthereisanerror or more,

The ERROR indicator blinks to inform any trouble, and the result of self-
diagnosis is printed out by the printer and is indicated simultaneously on the LCD
display as follows:

* SELF CHECK ERROR

PUSH COMMND KEY

The result consists of both the error message and codes. The message is at the
top of the display and the error codes is at the bottom. Error codes are consisted of 16
binary digits numbered 0 to 15. The left side is No.15 (MSD: the Most Significant
Digit) and the right side is No.O (LSD: the Least Significant Digit). In the displayed
codes, a symbol " - " means that an error is not occurred and " * " means an error
occurred. These error codes refer to Table 3, and examine the cause of its error. This
example shows the VTR FAIL as illustrated in the Table 3.

If there is a " NO CASSETTE " message,

The NO CASSETTE message means that either no cassette in the VTR
compartment or an improper cassette in the compartment. The later case is usually
installed the cassette which is set to disable recordings, namely " write-protected ".

4.1.10 Automatic control iris lens of the camera

The video camera of COSMOS system is equipped with the automatic control
iris lens in the video camera. The lens is a C-mount as a way of lens mount. Therefore,
any C-mount lens can be equipped at the video camera depending on the preferable
situation. But there is a limitation less than 7 mm height of the backward projection
from the base of lens mount. The lens specification with the CCD video camera is
illustrated in Table 5.

At the initial installation of the COSMOS or prior to commence the surveillance
operation of the system, the lens focus and the automatic iris should be adjusted and set
for maintaining the appropriate quality of video pictures. The lens focus can be adjusted
with the focus ring by hand. The automatic iris can be adjusted by two control screws,
the ALC (Automatic Light Control) and the LEVEL (for sensitivity), respectively. This
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adjustment is described in section 4.1.2.
After the completion of adjustment for the automatic iris, the system can start

the surveillance, and the automatic control iris will be work within a range of control
depending on both brightness and contrast of the video picture all through the
surveillance operation.

4.1.11 In situ reviewing of the surveillance records

While the COSMOS system is stopped the surveillance operation by an
inspector, the system can carry out the in situ reviewing of the surveillance records to
verify the data as a framework of the technical review or the safeguards review. The
surveillance records are consisted of two media, namely, the video cassette tape and the
alarm log on the memory of control module. The in situ reviewing to two media is
described in the following procedures.

The review of the alarm log

(1) The display of the alarm log

If the system have detected some errors all through the surveillance period,
their causes along with the date and time are recorded as a system alarm in
the memory of the control module. When the system is quitted the
surveillance, the setup/review unit can display their alarm codes on the LCD
display of the unit and also print out their alarms

• The setup/review unit connects to the SETUP UNIT connector of the control
module.

• Press the SET UP command key of the setup/review unit. Then, the system
stops the surveillance and is being in the standby mode.

• Press the ALRM DISP command key. Successively, the first system alarm
and its code appear on the LCD display as follows:

*ALARM LOG DUMP
No. 0001 F = 00654

09 /03 /98 18:30

No. 0001 : Serial number of alarms
F = 00654 : Scene number recorded
09/03/98 : mm/dd/yy, Date of the alarm occurred
18:30 : hh:mm, Time of day of the alarm occurred

* : code of alarms,
: No.O bit (LSD) indicates " * " that "AC DOWN"
: occurred, and " - " indicates that no alarm occurred
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The system alarm codes can refer to the Table 3.
The system can store the maximum 3,072 events as the alarm log.

However, if that alarm events exceed the maximum number, later events will
overwrite on the previous alarm from the first alarm event in occurred order.
Therefore, the alarm log dump always indicates the latest 3,072 events.

If the scene number F = 00000 is showed, this alarm indicates the
occurrence prior to record the first surveillance scene.

If no alarm is recorded, the system will display the "ALARM LOG DUMP,
NO ERROR ! " on the LCD display and become the standby mode.

* ALARM LOG DUMP
NO ERROR !

Four cursor keys of the setup/review unit are able to be use for viewing the
remaining alarms.

< key
> key
A key
V key

display No.l system alarm,
display the last system alarm,
display the next one.
display the previous one.

• Squeeze the ESC command key to terminate the display of the system
alarms.

(2) The printing out of the alarm log

• Press the SET UP command key of the setup/review unit.
• Press the PRNT command key of the unit.

The printer incorporated to the setup/review unit commences a printing of all
system alarms as follows:

•ALARM LOG DUMP
No. 0001 F = 00001

09 /01 /98 12:00
+REC START
No. 0002 F = 00654

09 /03 /98 18:30
+AC DOWN
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No. 0010 F = 08352
0 9 / 3 0 / 9 8 12:08

+REC STOP (Set up)

No.0001 alarm event means that the surveillance recording started.
No.0002 alarm event means that the AC power outage occurred.
No.0010 alarm event means that the surveillance recording stopped
normally.
A plus sign (+) indicates that some alarm is occurred, and this alarm
event can refer to the Table 3.

If no system alarm is recorded, "No Error Log" is printed out.

• When the surveillance operation stopped, the system prints out to indicate the
cause of stopping in the format "+REC STOP (a cause) as follows:

+REC STOP (Set up) : terminated by the SET UP command key.
+REC STOP (Scene) : terminated by the maximum scene recorded.

In AC operation, 45,000 scenes maximum
In DC operation, 30,000 scenes maximum

+REC STOP (T-End) : terminated by the end of video cassette tape.
+REC STOP (B-End) : terminated by the battery discharged fully.

The review of the video cassette tape

When the system is quitted the surveillance operation, the recorded video
cassette tape can be played back to verify the system alarms or some subjective
still pictures in the place or at the facility.

The playback procedure of the recorded tape for reviewing is described in the
following procedures.

• After the tamperproof housing was removed from the system, the
setup/review unit connects the SETUP UNIT connector of the control module
and the video signal input of monitor TV connects the VTR output terminal
of memory module.

• Squeeze the SET UP command key of the setup/review unit to quit the
surveillance operation and the system is becoming the standby mode.

• Squeeze the [303] numeric keys and ENTER command key to rewind the
recorded tape. If preferable, fast forward the tape at first and then rewind the
tape.

• Squeeze the [505] numeric keys and ENTER key to play back the recorded
tape. The recorded still pictures are playing back continuously on the display
of monitor TV.

• Squeeze the [404] numeric keys and ENTER key to stop the tape at a subject
picture and watches and evaluates that picture. For effective and efficient
reviewing the still pictures, it is usable both the Date/Time and F number
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(Scene number recorded) of the printout of alarm log dump by the
setup/review unit.
By the above procedures, the recorded video cassette tape is able to examine
the all portion recorded or the specified still picture.

4.1.12 Long durability of operation by means of a replacement of components for
the VTR

From the results of the reliability test, the battery operation test and the field test,
the COSMOS system is demonstrated to provide the long durability of operation life
with the replacement of the rotated recording video heads and the whole mechanism
block of VTR.

If the operational period of the COSMOS system is three months duration in five
minutes interval recording time as a routine inspection, the VTR will be recorded
approximately 26,000 scenes in three months, approximately 104,000 scenes in one
year and approximately 520,000 scenes in five years.

The long term reliability test of the COSMOS system is demonstrated that the
system is not decreased the recording performance even after recordings more than
600,000 scenes. Therefore, the COSMOS system is considered the operational life
equivalent to five years or more than five years, and furthermore, if the COSMOS
system will be substituted for the new mechanism block of VTR, the operational life
span is expected to extend two times or more long life.

When the surveillance operation is commenced, it is recommended that the
video head is maintained its cleanliness for good quality pictures using the supplied
cleaning cassette tape. This is resulted in a little bit shortened life of the video heads.
After the video heads is cleaned by the cleaning cassette tape, if the picture images
recorded are not clear or still worth, the video heads are recommended to replace with
the new one by a trained experienced person or the Sony system service company. Such
worth phenomena as this will be occurred after one year operation or more than about
100,000 scene recordings. Therefore, the video head of VTR is expected to change
routinely the new one while the time span of considered life is exceeded.

4.2 Operation

For the surveillance operation of the COSMOS system, the system must be
carried out the installation at the facility, and some related management during the
installation and the preparations for the operation. After that, the system will be usually
commenced the surveillance operation using the setup/review unit.

4.2.1 Installation of the COSMOS

The COSMOS is developed to intend the direct replacement to the Twin Minolta
film camera system. Therefore the recording unit of COSMOS is able to easily install
on the proper mount support of the Twin Minolta system using an auxiliary plate
between the recording unit and its support. The recording unit provides four screw holes
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underneath the base frame of the recording unit for furnishing the auxiliary plate.
The recording unit is designed to be installed and operated horizontally in

principle. But the COSMOS system is confirmed the inclined operation with 20 degrees
upwards and downwards, and also the system was operated successfully with 60
degrees downwards at the factory of the Sony Corporation.

The operational condition of the COSMOS system is +5°C to + 4 0 ^ in the
ambient temperature and 25% to 80% in the ambient humidity. Upper limited ambient
temperature of the operational system condition is +40°C which is strictly depended on
the operational condition of the video cassette tape itself. The operational humidity is
defined under the no condensation of moisture on the system, especially on the surfaces
of VTR mechanism including the recording video head and the video cassette tape itself.
However, the COSMOS system itself except the video cassette tape is able to operate
properly in +45°C ambient temperature.

4.2.2 Preparations of the surveillance operation

Prior to commence the surveillance operation, the system must be carried out
some operational management to operate properly. It is recommended at first that the
preventive checking for the system operation described in section 4.1.2 is carried out
and the video head is cleaned with the supplied cleaning cassette tape including its
instruction inside the cassette.

While the preventive checking for the COSMOS system, if the internal real
clock time of the system does not work correctly or is already lost, it is strictly
recommended that the memory backup battery of the control module will be replaced
the new one. If the system operation already passed one year since the beginning of
operation, it should be also replaced the memory backup battery which is in the control
module as shown in Fig. 18. This battery is a button type lithium battery (model
CR2032). It will be sure to replace correctly with the new one in the proper polarity.
After the replacement of the memory backup battery, it should be initialized the
memory using the numeric command [000] by the setup/review unit because all data of
the memory are already lost at that time, and the system must be set up again the initial
condition by means of the operation procedure described in the following section.

4.2.3 Ordinary operation procedure using the setup/review unit

This procedure is divided into two procedures, the setting-up procedures and the
starting procedures for the COSMOS system using the setup/review unit.

1) The setting-up procedures of the recording unit using the setup/review unit

The setting-up procedures consist of the setting to the standby mode, the
initializing of memory, and the settings of the clock, the user's data, the unit I/D number
and the superimposing position of annotations using the setup/review unit, and also the
setting of the interval recording both mode and time at the control module.
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(1) The setting to the standby mode for commencing the setting-up

The setup/review unit should be connected to the control module of the
recording unit. Then, squeeze the SET UP key of the setup/review unit, this unit
is powered through the control module, and the lid of the cassette compartment of
the camera/VTR module is opened. The following messages on the LCD display
of the setup/review unit indicate that the COSMOS system (the recording unit) is
being in the standby mode, then the operational command can be entered to the
system.

« C O S M O S »
SETUP UNIT

READY
mm/dd/yy Ver 5.00

PUSH COMMAND KEY

Install the usable or new video cassette tape into the compartment of the
camera/VTR module, and push gently down the lid of the compartment until it is
locked. The LCD display shows below.

PUSH COMMAND KEY

In this state, namely the standby mode, if the tamper detection switch provided
at the main frame of the recording unit is accidentally squeezed, the COSMOS
system will automatically start the self diagnosis and then will start the
surveillance operation in case of no error detected as described in section 4.1.1.

(2) The initializing of memory

When the system is used the fist time or after the replacement of backup
battery in the control module, and at that time of need for initializing one, the
initializing must be done by the following procedure.

In the standby mode with the indication of "PUSH COMMAND KEY" on the
LCD display, squeeze [000] numeric command and consecutively squeeze the
ENTER key. Then, the following message is indicated on the LCD display.
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COSMOS SYSTEM
INITIALIZE!!
MEMORY ALL CLEAR
OK? PUSH ENTER!

To erase all data of the memory, squeeze the ENTER key again and then the
memory is initialized.

Squeeze the ESC command key, then the system will be returned in the
standby mode.

(3) The setting of the clock

Squeeze the DATE key and the date and time will be appeared on the LCD
display.

*SET DATE & TIME
mm / dd / yy, hh:mm

mm:
dd:
yy:
hh:
mm:
m:

Month,
Day of month,
Year,
Hour of day,
Minute.
a position which can be entered a numerical value.

Enter correctly the current month of year, day of month, year, hour of day and
minute using the numerical keys and cursor keys. Both "<" and ">" cursor keys
can move the entering position on the line of date and time.

After the entering of all DATE & TIME, Squeeze the ENTER key. Then, the
date and time are completely set in the system. The setup/review unit shows the
following message on the LCD display, and the system is still staying in the
standby mode.

•COMPLETE

PUSH COMMAND KEY
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(4) The setting of user's data

The system can be set the user's data using numerical values, letters and
symbols up to 16 characters in a line. This user's data is annotated on the video
still pictures and is recorded on the video cassette tape.

Squeeze the USR DATA command key, then the following message is
indicated on the LCD display.

*SET USER DATA

This example shows no user data in the system. If there is any user's data, the
data is indicated just below " *SET USER DATA ".

The user can enter own comments up to 16 characters as the user's data at this
time, and can select a character out of a character group using both "A" and " V "
cursor keys at the entering position indicated. When the " V " cursor key press, a
character out of the character group is changed by the following order. The " A "
cursor key can change in reverse order.

(space) ! '
. / 0 1 2 3
: ; < = >?
G H I J K L
S T U V W X

( ) * + , -
4 5 6 7 8 9
A B C D E F
M N O P Q R
Y Z

Using both "<" and ">" cursor keys, the entering point of one character can be
chosen preferably. For example,

*SET USER DATA

JAERI/TOKAI

i

"•COMPLETE

After the entering of all characters as an annotation, squeeze the ENTER key.
The user's data is set in the system, and the system is returned again the standby
mode.
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(5) The setting of the unit I/D (Identification) number

The COSMOS system can be set the unit I/D No. using one or two-digit
decimal number by the setup/review unit. This unit I/D No. is annotated on the
video still pictures, and also recorded on the video cassette tape.

Squeeze the UNIT ID command key, then the following message is indicated
on the LCD display of the setup/review unit.

*SET UNIT ID
= 00

•COMPLETE

After the initializing of the memory, " 00 " appears as the unit I/D No. on the
display. The user can enter the new unit I/D No. of the system itself. After the
unit I/D No. was entered, squeeze the ENTER key. Then, the unit I/D No. is set in
the system, and the system is returned to the standby mode.

(6) The setting of the superimposing position of annotations

The COSMOS system is able to record the video still pictures on the 8mm
video cassette tape with the some useful information such as the date/time, a
cumulative number of scenes, the unit I/D number, two indicators and the user's
data as a useful annotation, described in section 4.1.8 "Superimposed information
on the video tape".

This superimposing annotations on the video still pictures can be chosen its
position either a top or a bottom on the picture.

In the standby mode, squeeze the ANOT POSI (annotation position) command
key. The current setting position will be displayed the place which is set
previously.

*SET POSITION
OF ANNOTATION

[TOP]

I
•COMPLETE
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To choose the indicating position either "TOP" or "BOTTOM", squeeze the
" A " cursor key or the " V " cursor key. The position, TOP or BOTTOM, is
changed with either cursor key alternatively. After the selecting of the position,
squeeze the ENTER key, then the superimposing position is set in the system, the
system is entered the standby mode.

(7) The setting of the interval recording mode and time

The COSMOS system can be recorded the still video pictures by an interval
time out of three random times or one fixed time. This interval recording time for
the surveillance operation can be set with S2 switch or/and S3, S4 and S5 of the
control module in according with the section 4.1.5 "Setting of the interval time
for the recordings".

2) The starting procedures for the COSMOS system using the setup/review unit

After the completion of the setting-up procedures for the recording unit of the
COSMOS, the recording unit can be commenced the following starting procedures prior
to enter the surveillance operation.

(1) The ordinary starting procedures

Connect the setup/review unit to the control module, squeeze the SET UP
command key, and then the system enters the standby mode.

Squeeze the RUN command key and the following message appears if an
installed video cassette tape is correct, namely the tape is available for recording.

[T]
PUSH COMMAND KEY
> COSMOS START
OK? PUSH ENTER!

When this message is indicated on the LCD display, confirm that [T] is
indicating on the display to assure the installation of a proper video cassette tape.

If the proper video cassette tape is not installed the VTR at this time, the LCD
display indicates the message "NO CASSETTE" and the printer prints out the
same message "No Cassette".

NO CASSETTE

Squeeze the ENTER command key, and both indicators of the control module,
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START (green) and ERROR (orange), are flickered simultaneously. The system
commences automatically and indicates on the LCD display that the self-
diagnosis is carrying on at the same time as described in section 4.1.9 "Self-
diagnosis on the system at starting".

[T]
PUSH COMMAND KEY
>COSMOS START
« SELF CHECK »

If there is no error on the self-diagnosis, the following message is indicated on
the LCD display and the set-up data are printed out by the incorporated printer,
and the surveillance operation commences simultaneously.

« SETUP END »

An example of printed "SETTING DATA" by the printer of the setup/review
unit is showed below.

•SETTING DATA
0 2 / 0 8 / 9 7 10:28

COSMOS START
END - 0 2 / 2 4 / 9 7
INTERVAL =
CONSTANT 30s
AC OPERATION
UNIT ID 09
USER DATA

JAERI/TOKAI

"END - 02/24/97" of the SETTING DATA means that the surveillance
operation will be quitted by this date. The system calculates the predicted date of
45,000th scene recording for AC power operation (for DC power operation, the
date of 30,000th scene recording) or of maximum 90 days duration in accordance
with both a power mode in operation and an interval recording time set. For the
random interval time, the predicted date is calculated by its mean time. If the
calculated days are a remainder, the predicted date is incremented one day, and
also considered for a leap year.

After the printing of "SETTING DATA", the LED indicator "ERROR" in
orange is extinguished and the LED indicator "START" in green is also
extinguished at three seconds later.
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(2) The case of "SELF CHECK ERROR" occurred

If there is an error or more while the self diagnosis is completed, the SELF
CHECK ERROR message and the error code are displayed on the LCD display,
and the same message and error code are printed out simultaneously as described
in section 4.1.9 "Self-diagnosis on the system at starting". To resolve the
malfunction, the error code can be referred to Table 3.

3) The stopping procedures for the COSMOS system using the setup/review unit

When the system is stopped the surveillance operation, the setup/review unit is
used to use for that purpose. At this time the operator can be gotten the system operation
log as the alarm log dump with both the LCD display and the print-out of the
setup/review unit described in section 4.1.11 "In situ reviewing of the surveillance
records".

When the system is commenced normally the surveillance operation and is
quitted normally the operation by the setup/review unit and if there is no alarm event
during its operation, the alarm log dump of the print-out indicates two events only,
namely "+REC START" and "REC STOP (Set up)".

The COSMOS system is designed to record one scene on each occasion both
events, the surveillance commencement and the surveillance completion, but the
surveillance commencement log is recorded at the first scene recording just after the
self-diagnosis completed. At stopping the surveillance, the system records only one
scene on the video cassette tape, and consecutively carries out the stopping procedure
with the log of the surveillance completion. Above two events are also recorded with
marks of the VITC code on the video cassette tape.

The required conditions on the completion of surveillance operation consist of
the Setup, the Scene, the T-End and the B-End as stop log messages with +REC STOP
and are accomplished by following measures.

REC STOP switch
When the REC STOP button is squeezed, the system will be immediately
done the procedure of surveillance completion and commences the SETUP
mode.

SET UP command key of the setup/review unit (Setup)
The system will be done the same condition as above REC STOP switch.

Maximum scene recorded (Scene)
When the system records the defined maximum scene, the system will be
done the completion procedure with one scene recording, and also done the
power-off sequence. After this, the system can resume the surveillance only
used by the SET UP command key of the setup/review unit even when the
interval time recording, the tamper switch or an external alarm trigger are
occurred.
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• Battery end (B-End)
The system will be done the same condition as above "Scene".

• Tape end (T-End)
The system will be done the same procedure as above "Scene".

4) The exchange or the retrieve of the video cassette tape using the setup/review
unit

When the SET UP command key of the setup/review unit is used through the
procedure of the setting up or the surveillance operation, the cassette compartment of
the VTR is always opened and the operator will install, remove or exchange the tape.

Another way to exchange or retrieve the video cassette tape is to use the EJCT
command key of the setup/review unit. The following is illustrated this procedure.

• Squeeze the EJCT command key of the setup/review unit.
• The LCD display of the setup/review unit indicates the following messages,

the system opens simultaneously the cassette compartment regardless of the
tape installed or not, and then ejects the video cassette tape.

[T]
PUSH COMMAND KEY
>EJECT
« . . . WAIT - - - »

• The ejection is completed, and [T] indicator of the display is disappeared.

PUSH COMMAND KEY

The new correct video tape is installed, the LCD display will change its
messages and the tape itself is loaded the VTR.

PUSH COMMAND KEY

The exchange to the new proper video tape is completed.
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5. COSMOS Recording Scheme

From the view point of safeguards, the most important performance of the
COSMOS is the operation by means of the battery only over a typical inspection period
of three months in five minutes interval recording time without battery change.

For continuous operation during three months, the system mainly consisting of
a CCD camera and an 8mm VTR would be required the equivalent power capacity of
more than twenty car batteries to supply a sufficient power even if it is developed very
low power consumption system. Therefore, ON-OFF operation of the system is really
required to reduce extremely the power consumption with a development of a few
current circuitry.

However, a frequent on-off switching of a VTR causes a deterioration of
recording quality as missed pictures, asynchronous record tracks of pictures on a tape,
overlapping of pictures or distortion of pictures. But in normal 8mm VTR and others,
these defects of pictures are avoided intrinsically because 30 frame pictures in one
second as a motion picture are recorded continuously and also a recording duration at a
time is usually from several ten seconds to tens minutes. In contrast, these defects result
in low reliability of recording and difficulty of recorded tape review because the
COSMOS system records only two frames as a still picture at once recording by means
of an extraordinary intermittent power control operation. In case of AC power driven,
the system is operated continuously only for a interval time recording either a random
or a fixed time, but is not operated in the extraordinary intermittent control of power
operation.

5.1 COSMOS Recording Format

The COSMOS system is designed that the system is activated for only about 8
seconds at each interval recording and the remaining rest is set to the standby state. The
low power consumption VTR with both high reliability and good picture quality was
successfully developed with only 4.8 watts for about 8 seconds duration in one
recording and 0.04 watts during a standby period. A lithium battery provided with a
power capacity of 3.6 V and 30 ampere-hour is available in commercial at this time.
The COSMOS system is installed six cells of this lithium battery as illustrated in Fig. 15.
Consequently, these batteries provide enough current to record 30,000 scenes with 5
minutes interval time for the inspection period of three months.

During the standby period of the DC power driven, the real time clock of the
system is alive only. At each preset interval time, the system awakes up to supply the
power and commences the recording sequence illustrated in Fig. 20 "Timing Chart of
COSMOS Recording (DC Model)". The COSMOS recording is accomplished with the
sophisticated sequence below.

(1) The system composed of the control circuitry, the VTR, the CCD camera
and the image frame memory is switched on by the alive interval timer. But
the CCD camera needs the time of 0.5 sec. for heating up itself. Therefore,
the image frame memory can not fixed immediately just after the CCD
camera turns on its power supply.
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(2) The tape is beginning to load properly on the rotated recording head.
(3) The frame counter is set with an increment of one, and the character

generator is cleared and is set the superimposed data, and also the VITC
data is set.

(4) The image frame memory stores and fixes the picture, then the power of
camera is turned off.

(5) When the rotating speed of the recording head drum reaches the rated speed
in about 4 sec. later as "Drum Lock" after the VTR is switched on, four
frames of scene fixed in the frame memory are recorded on the tape.

(6) The tape is moved back by two frames, then the tape is unloaded.
(7) The power to the frame memory and the VTR is switched off, then the

VTR will be stopped.
(8) The system power is quitted except the interval recording timer and the

system enters again the standby state for waiting of a subsequent recording
and so on.

The time required for one recording in the sequence is about 7.5 seconds. In
one process for each recording, only four frames of a scene are recorded on the video
cassette tape. In the subsequent recording the system will be awaked up by an interval
recording time, the last two frames of which four frames previously recorded are
overwritten with the first two frames of a current recording scene. For this precise
recording with a frame by a frame, the system controls precisely the capstan motor
operation of the VTR to move the tape for advancing or reversing, and also counts
precisely a number of frames for a recording control with a number of capstan rotation
by means of a oscillation coil on the capstan. In this scheme, a couple of two frames by
each scene are recorded continuously on the tape as illustrated in Fig. 21 "COSMOS
Recording Scheme on VTR Tape".

This sophisticated recording scheme was developed to avoid the problems
associated with the operation of the extraordinary intermittent power control as well as
the one-shot recording as the COSMOS format. An example of the COSMOS power
consumption driven by the batteries is illustrated in Fig. 26 "Chart of COSMOS Power
Consumption driven by COSMOS Format".

Four frames are recorded on the video tape pursuant to the signal standard of
the NTSC (National Television System Committee), then one frame consists of two
fields. But the 8mm VTR of Sony Corporation is two frames recording scheme as its
own standard. Therefore, the COSMOS recording scheme, namely the COSMOS
recording format, provides each two frames recording at one time as a result. Thereby
the COSMOS system can use off-the-self components or components in commercial for
a playback and reviewing of a recorded tape of the COSMOS.

5.2 Detection of Power Outage in AC Power Operation and its Operation Mode

During the AC power operation, the system executes to check the state of AC
power on occasion of recording triggering in an interval time recording or an external
alarm recording. Consequently, the system can not detect the power outage shorter than
an interval time of recordings or a momentary power failure. Therefore, if the power
outage is decided once, this decision cannot change until next recording triggering even
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when the power is recovered during this time. After the detection of AC power outage,
the system changes the operation mode to the DC driven and this operation mode is
sustaining by changing state at any next triggering of recording.

5.3 Detection of Battery End and Battery Down

The Battery End is defined as less than 6 volts of the battery voltage, and the
Battery Down is defined as less than 5.6 volts of the one.

During the DC power operation with the battery either the DC module or the
AC module, if the system detects the battery end or the battery down at this time, these
battery alarm events are recorded as logs of "Battery End". But when the battery down
is detected, the system carries out the procedure of the surveillance completion and
turns off the system power.

The decision of these events as mentioned above is made by the checking of
this flag, and its status flag is cleared once time by force, then is checked its status again.
After twice state checking of its status flag, the decision of its detection is made at last.

5.4 Maximum Recording Scenes relating to AC/DC Mode

The COSMOS system defines the specification of maximum number of
recording scenes as 45,000 scenes in the AC power operation and 30,000 scenes in both
the DC power module operation and the DC operation at the power outage in the AC
operation. But at this time, if the system is operating by the AC power module, the
maximum recording scenes are really 45,000 scenes regardless of the AC power outage
or not. Therefore, later version of the system software will be improved both the
maximum number of recording scenes in the DC operation and its sequence in
accordance with the specification of the COSMOS.

After the system accomplishes to record the maximum recording scenes, the
system carries out finally the completion procedure of the surveillance operation with
the one scene recording on the tape and a storing of "REC STOP" log in the memory,
and turns off the power supply. Consequently, the system can operate only by the
SETUP command of the setup/review unit after the completion of that sequence
regardless of the interval timer, the tamper switch or the external alarm triggered.

5.5 Sequence for Confirmation and Stopping caused by VTR Failed

The system control circuitry provides with a relay for the On-Off control of the
VTR power supply. During the surveillance operation, while the system detects the
VTR FAIL, the system records the VTR FAIL as an alarm log and executes
consecutively the following sequence as the "RETRY" procedure.

• The control circuitry turns on the on-off relay of the VTR power supply and
waits for 0.5 sec.

• The control circuitry turns off the on-off relay of the VTR power supply and
also waits for 0.5 sec.
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The control circuitry sets the VTR in the COSMOS recording mode if the
system is in surveillance operation, but in case of other operation the VTR is
set in the normal recording mode, and the control circuitry waits for 0.5 sec.
The control circuitry issues the command of the VTR power-on to the VTR
module.
In the case of working in surveillance operation, the system loads again the
next interval time, and the system carries out the recording sequence once
time.
During this recording sequence above, if the system detects again the VTR
FAIL, the system executes above recovery sequence once more.
If the VTR FAIL is not recovered this time, the system quits the recording
operation. But this alarm log is not recorded again at this time.

5.6 Alarm Log of Memory Clear

The system provides a performance to watch the UNREG power supply for the
system itself. The system carries out to check that if this UNREG power supply is
stopped or decreased less than 5 volts when the VTR is turned on in the surveillance
operation. When the system recognizes the power failure of the UNREG at this time,
the system carries out the check of memory if the data is correct or not. Consequently, if
the contents of system memory are broken, the system carries out the system
initialization, and the alarm event of the Memory Clear (MEM CLR) is recorded as an
alarm log.

This function provides with the protection to be out of control for the CPU
while the operation parameters of the memory are lost or cleared by the cause of the
UNREG power failure.

5.7 Difficulties with Battery Operation in Contrast to AC Power Operation

It is described so far the development of the COSMOS system operated with
the battery in the previous section, for instance, section 2. "Design Concept" or section
3.1 "General Description". In principle, it is thought that there is no significant obstacle
to develop the safeguards surveillance system driven by the AC power supply only
using the CCTV technology. From the view point of technical issue for the development
of the COSMOS system driven by the battery, the following difficulties are overcome
by the developer.

• The close adh_e_sjon_oftiie_ video cassette tape _onjhe_rotated recording head
duringjthe operation

After the scene recording triggered by the interval time, the system
should be quitted the DC power supply, and the recording head is stopped to
rotate. Consequently, the video tape is adhered closely with the rotated
recording head. To protect the close adhesion of the tape at that time, the
video cassette tape is loosen when the DC power is quitted.

In the AC power operation, the rotated recording head is not necessary
for stopping the rotation itself for power saving. During the recording head is
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rotating, an air layer exists between the recording head and the video tape.
Therefore, the close adhesion of the tape is not existed extremely.

The sophisticated and complicated control circuitry for recording the still
pictures

After the recording of the still picture is accomplished, the system
stores some information for the stopped position of tape, and the video tape is
loosen for protecting its close adhesion. When the system resumes next
recording, the system should be controlled precisely to decide both the
returning length of tape and the beginning place of picture recording on the
tape. The COSMOS provides with this sophisticated and complicated control
circuitry for the intermittent recording as well as on-off power control in the
battery operation.

reliability of the recorded still pictures indexed with lacked scenes or
missed scenes

When the system is turned each time on the operation power for
resuming the recording, the phase of both the recording head servomotor and
the capstan servomotor must be synchronized with each other. If both
servomotors are worked asynchronously each other, it causes that the
beginning place of recording has a gap and a discrepancy at the recording
track of tape. Consequently, this tends to cause the lack of scene or the missed
scene defined by two consecutive scenes lost, and this effect is to degrade the
recording reliability.

The distortion at upper portion of the still pictures
The distortion of still picture is caused by the fluctuation of the

servomotors both the recording head and the capstan, and the gap variation of
the odd/even field recording track of the scene.

Both the large number of circuitry and the huge software of the system
control accompanying with the intermittent recording scheme

In the operation of the interval time recording, namely the surveillance
operation, the system will turn off the power of devices and circuitry except
the real time clock and the interval timer while the recording completed. The
system will turned on the those power when the interval timer, the external
alarm and the tamper switch triggered. These circuitry and software are
provided with a huge amount of system complexity.

The restriction of the self diagnosis performance
By the limited power source of the battery, the system is not provide

with a sufficient self diagnosis performance. If the system will be fulfilled the
diagnosis function, the system reliability will be improved exceedingly.

The particular interface circuitry to protect the leakage current while the
waiting durationlbr interval recordings

The system consists of the CMOS logic circuitry. During the waiting
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of interval recording, the system turns off the power supply. But the CMOS
circuitry is the leakage current, then the system provides especially with the
particular interface circuitry for the intermittent power control.

The large number of _circuitry and programs to reduce the current
consumption for the management with the intermittent operation

For reducing the current consumption at the intermittent operation, the
power supply to the devices and the circuitry is restricted by the particular
programs and the circuitry.

The provision of the image frame memory
The system provides with the image frame memory for the recordings

of still pictures by means of the intermittent power control. In the AC power
operation only, this frame memory for recording can be removed from the
system because the system can control to record the still pictures by the
simple recording sequence.
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6. Vertical Interval Time and Control Code (VITC) of COSMOS

The COSMOS system provides with the Vertical Interval Time and Control
Code (VITC) on each video field track of the still picture for the convenience of later
reviewing to the recorded video tape, especially as a safeguards technical review for a
examination of the still picture quality.

The VITC code of the COSMOS contains the following information on 90 bits
digitized analogue signals for the vertical blanking period of video signal.

• Numbers of picture frames
• Numbers of picture scenes
• Number of unit identification
• Time and Date consisted of Seconds, Minutes, Hours and Months
• Error code
• Field mark
• Control bits and codes, for example, a couple of synchronizing bits and a

CRC code

This Vertical Interval Time and Control Code for a video tape of 525-line/60-
field television system is defined by the Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers (SMPTE), and is specified the digital format to be inserted into the television
signal vertical interval to be used for timing and control purpose in video magnetic tape
recorders. The VITC defined by the SMPTE is also specified the location of the code
within the television baseband signal, its relationship to other components of the
television signal, and to American National Standard Time and Control Code for Video
and Audio Tape for 525-Line /60-Field Television Systems.

The COSMOS system records the still pictures on the 8 mm video cassette tape
by means of the COSMOS format as illustrated in Fig. 21 "COSMOS Recording
Scheme on VTR Tape". Each recorded scene is composed of the same two still pictures,
namely the same two frames, and two frames are composed of four fields. Each field
contains a PCM audio area, a VITC area and a video picture signal area as shown in Fig.
22 "Recording of Vertical Interval Time and Control Code (VITC) on Video Tape".

Each frame consists of 525 horizontal television lines, and each field consists
of 265.5 horizontal lines at one vertical blanking period. The location of the VITC in the
vertical interval period is defined by the SMPTE between 10th horizontal line (10H) and
20th horizontal line (20H) on the first field and the content of the second field is
identical to the first one, but shall be inserted on two nonadjacent lines in both fields,
and also shall be on the same line number of all frames. Therefore, the COSMOS
employs two horizontal lines on a field, 10th / 12th horizontal lines on the first field and
273rd / 275th horizontal lines on the second field, as the VITC locations on that frame
consisted of two fields, and these two VITC lines are identical code signals each other
on the field. Consequently, the COSMOS provides eight VITC lines at four fields of
two frames for one scene in principle.

The VITC defined by the SMPTE is illustrated in Fig. 23 "Vertical Interval
Time and Control Code". The VITC code is binary codes consisting of 90 bits,
numbered from 0 to 89, and these signals are digitized analogue signals on a horizontal
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scanning line at a horizontal period. In the Fig. 23, a couple of binary group, BG1 to
BG8, is defined to intend for storage of supplementary data as user areas with the only
restriction being that the binary groups within a frame must contain the same data on
both fields, then the COSMOS uses these areas as "Numbers of Scenes", "Unit ID
Numbers", "Error Code", "Unit ID/Scene Flag", and "Days and Months of Year"
accomplished by binary codes as shown in Fig. 24 "VITC Bits Assignment (90 Bits) of
COSMOS". But numbers of frames, Seconds, Minutes and Hours defined by the
SMPTE are based upon the Binary Coded Decimal (BCD) system, and also Days and
Months of year are coded by the hexadecimal binary system.

The bit No.35 is the field mark to identify the odd or even field of the frame.
The first coming field followed by the preceding horizontal synchronizing pulse is the
odd field, and the field mark is set with "0". Next coming field is the even field, and the
field mark is set in " 1 " .

When the recorded tape is carried out the playback in slow speed or a pause
function for reviewing, the reviewing device is able to read precisely the VITC code.
Although the varying for the length of the horizontal television line corresponded to the
slow speed or pause playback, the device to read the VITC code is able to execute with
a correct timing by synchronizing two bits of eight groups putting in every eight-bit.
Each group of the synchronizing bit consists of two bits, and the first bit is set " 1 " and
the second bit is set "0". These consecutive two bits are able to detect the playback
direction in forwards or backwards by identifying the fist coming bit either " 1 " or "0".
Furthermore, the CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check Code) code is provided at last 8 bits
of the VITC code to protect a reading of broken data.

For the convenient reviewing of the recorded surveillance tape, some VITC
codes are inserted on the field of picture at that time of both the commencement and the
end of its surveillance.

At the surveillance commencement the system carries out the self diagnosis
sequence as described in section 4.1.9 "Self- diagnosis on the system at starting". The
Unit ID/Scene Flag of No.49 bit is set in " 1 " to choose the setting of Unit ID Numbers
at first. Next, the unit ID number of the COSMOS is set in the VITC area of "Numbers
of Scenes/Unit ID Numbers" with from 2° to 216 binary number. After the setting of the
unit ID number, the system records continuously the pictures with the VITC codes for
10 seconds in normal mode. Consecutively, the mode of operation is changed to the
COSMOS mode, the VTR records one scene only with the scene No. "000000" at the
VITC code area. When the first surveillance scene is recorded the system carries out to
store the log of surveillance commencement to the alarm log memory. At the end of
surveillance the system sets " 1 " in the Unit ID/Scene Flag of No.49 bit, and sets the
maximum number "131,071" in the area of "Unit ID Numbers". After this procedure the
system records one surveillance scene only as well as the log of surveillance end to the
log memory.

The VITC code of the COSMOS provides the error code of two bits, bit No.47
and No.48. These error codes indicate that "No Error", "Case Opened", "External
Alarm" and "Other Errors" are occurred during the surveillance operation. Therefore,
the system records those errors as the VITC code on the picture at every that time. Other
errors mean that one of "Battery End", "High Temperature" or "AC Power Down" is
occurred. However, the alarms of "Dew", "VTR Fail" and "Tape End" are not recorded
on the VITC code area of the COSMOS.
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7. Reliability Test

To evaluate the performance and the reliability of the COSMOS system for the
IAEA approval, the IAEA required to carry out the recordings of total of two million
scenes using ten systems based on the reliability certification test procedures of "the
COSMOS Certification Test Plan" as well as to carry out the field test of three months
duration at selected facilities for a confirmation of ergonomic and installation features
based on "the Field Test Programme for the COSMOS". The IAEA explained
definitions for a classification of models as Class I to ClassIVin each development stage,
and these definitions are as follows:

Class I Development Units
Class II Prototype Units
Class HI Field Evaluation Units (FEU)
ClassIV Production Units

7.1 First Reliability Test

The first reliability test was conducted by the IAEA responsible persons at the
IAEA headquarters using ten field evaluation units from October 1990 to January 1991.
At this time a JAERI expert attended to support the test for three months. The test units
were set to 18 seconds interval recording time to simulate the three months surveillance
period at five minutes interval and operated 6 days. The test units operated with the AC
main power, i.e., using the AC power module of the COSMOS, and 6-day test scheme
was repeated for the test. The five COSMOS units were provided with the field test,
three units were in Japan and remaining two units were tested abroad.

The IAEA purchased ten COSMOS "Phase 8" systems (Class ffl) for the first
reliability test at the IAEA headquarters and the JAERI provided five Phase 8 systems
for the field test. The field tests were carried out in the EURATOM facility using two
systems and in Japan using three systems, two systems were installed at the critical
facility of FCA JAERI and one system was installed at the power station of Tokai-1
JAPCO. These reliability tests were resulted into the failure because of both an
inadequate design of the tape loading mechanism component for the main video cassette
tape driven and a malfunction of circuitry composed of the interval recording time
counter and the VTR control driven by Lithium-batteries. These malfunctioned circuitry
were designed to extremely save a power consumption. During February 1991 to
October 1991 the Phase 8 system was improved their problems mentioned above at the
SONY corporation, this model of COSMOS system is named as the "Phase 8
modified".

As the index of recording quality on the reliability test of the COSMOS system
the IAEA defined "the missed scene" that two consecutive scenes are lacked on the
recorded tape. If the missed scene exists on the recorded tape the surveillance result
means a lack of surveillance record in three times of the length for the setting interval
time of recordings. If one scene is not usually recorded on the surveillance tape, this
event defines as one "lacked scene".
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7.2 Second Reliability Test

The second reliability test was carried out at the IAEA HQ with ten COSMOS
"Phase 8 modified" units from December 1991 to March 1992. The same procedures as
the previous test was carried out, namely as documented in "the COSMOS Certification
Test Plan". All ten units were operated on AC 220V mains, and the recording interval
time was set in 18 seconds. All units operated 6 days to one period and 6-day scheme
was repeated 8 periods through the second test. However, the results of this reliability
test were faulty, one unit did not work perfectly at the first test period caused by the
malfunction of the VTR component. Another one didn't work well from the second test
period to the fourth period, and at the fifth period the recorded tape of the one could not
properly reviewed by the automatic review station and so on. This cause is the
instability of the vertical synchronization pulses of video picture signal. Several unit
indicated that the beginning scene number of recorded tape was varying from 51 to 95
at the tape review using the review station. This is caused by the difference between the
VTR mechanical component provided for the COSMOS recording unit and the used
review station. The individual difference of two VTRs is resulted into the different tape
length to load on the recording head and path at starting a recording or a playback. The
review station is required longer loading tape length than the COSMOS unit,
consequently the review results were lacked the recorded several tens scenes on the
beginning of the recorded tape.

Modifications to solve the above mentioned problems and in ergonomics
required by the Agency were implemented to the production COSMOS model "Phase
9" (Class IV) in 1991 fiscal year. These improvements are summarized in Table 6
"Improvement of COSMOS for Phase 9".

7.3 Third Reliability Test

The third test to evaluate the reliability of the production model "COSMOS
Phase 9" (Class IV) was carried out with the AC power mains 100V/50Hz at the JAERI
by the IAEA between April and July 1992.

The COSMOS system is only one recording device driven by the battery for
continuos three months surveillance operation, and its reliability should be very high
and the number of two consecutive missed scenes should be minimum. Therefore, the
tests was concentrated on these two issues.

Ten COSMOS units of the production Phase 9 model were used for this test.
The test was carried out at an accelerated rate to be able for several million recordings
within a reasonable test period. Each unit was operated at shorter interval time than a
practical field operation interval. The recording interval was set to 18 seconds and the
test was lasted for 6 or 7 days to record about 30,000 scenes per unit so as to simulated
the three months surveillance recording. This test scheme was conducted 10 test cycles
and total of 3.09 million rounded-up scenes were accumulated.

Prior to execute this agency test, these ten units were tested at the factory of
Sony corporation and also at the JAERI. These units were consisted of 362,000 scenes
accumulated in two units, 243,000 scenes accumulated in two units, 170,000 scenes
accumulated in three units and 140,000 scenes in three units, in individual units.
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None of tested units mechanically failed throughout the reliability test of the
IAEA, although four units of them were heavily already tested. The number of missed
scenes defined as two consecutive lacked scenes as a reliability index, was 274 only for
total 3.12 million recordings. 274 missed scenes were consisted of 265 for the four
heavily used units and 9 for the remaining six units.

Prior to commence 4th cycle of the test, the VTR recording rotated heads and
tape paths of all ten units were cleaned and also were checked.

After the 8th cycle of the test, the main VTR component (called so the
mechanical deck) in two of the four heavily used units was replaced. The one of these
two units was recorded so far about 610,000 scenes and another one was recorded about
500,000 scenes. The 600,000 scene recordings are equivalent to six years surveillance
operation if the recording interval is set to 5 minutes, and the 500,000 recordings are 5
years equivalence. The number of missed scene to these two units was one only for
120,000 recordings during the both 9th and 10th test cycle. Consequently, this fact
indicates that the COSMOS recording unit can be refurbished like new one by means of
the replacement for the main VTR deck component.

During the test period, the IAEA staff members visited the JAERI four times as
follows:

• on the week of April for the initiation of the test,
• on May to replace seals on all units and remove the seals at its test finished,
• on the week of May at the middle term of the test period by a technical staff

of DID of the Agency,
• on the week of June at the final stage of the test.

After the Agency test, the JAERI carried out the same scheme test with those
ten units and three other units for 5 test cycles. The three units of them accumulated
finally 733,000, 614,000 and 705,000 scenes by August 1992, individually. None of the
missed scene was observed.

As the test result, if the recording interval time is set to 5 minutes a COSMOS
system can be used in the field for 5 years without the maintenance at the agency
headquarters except for a regular video head cleaning.

It is considered that if the main VTR deck component is replaced with new one
after 5 years operation the COSMOS operation life will be extended to twice or more,
more than 10 years.
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8. Battery Operation Test

The reliability test of the COSMOS system is to confirm the COSMOS
reliability itself by means of recordings with more than two million scenes in a short
period, and was carried out by the accelerated test measures in 18 seconds interval
recording time. The other hand, the purpose of battery operation test to the COSMOS is
to confirm the capability for the continuous three months operation using the DC Power
Module contained 90 Ampere-hour Lithium-Battery. In this context the COSMOS
system should be examined the continuous three months operation driven by the battery
under the condition of inspection scheme and environment. The test condition is as
follows:

• Number of subjective unit : 3 units
• Recording interval time : 5 minutes fixed
• Power supply : DC Module (Lithium Battery Package)
• Test duration : Continuous 3 months without battery

:exchanged
• Test place : Selected facility

The battery operation test was carried out jointly by the IAEA and the JAERI
under the condition mentioned above at the JAERJ laboratory between October 1992
and January 1993. Two units of subjective three units were substituted to the new main
VTR deck component prior to commence the test, but the remaining one unit was
already tested with the recording of 240,000 scenes at the SONY factory. The recorded
tapes of three units were retrieved by the Agency on February 1993 at the facility
routine inspection. This test was successfully completed and the test results are as
follows:

• Period of surveillance recordings : Oct. 16, 1992 to Jan. 28, 1993
: 105 days lasted

• Total number of recording scene : 89,945 scenes
• System failure : None
• Missed scene : One missed scene only
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9. Field Test

The field test was successfully carried out in the field for about one month at
an accelerated rate of one minute interval recording time to three COSMOS units. Two
units were tested at the JAERI FCA facility between September 21 and October 16,
1992, and one unit at the JAPCO Tokai-1 power station between September 29 and
October 27, 1992. The COSMOS recording units at the facilities were supplied by the
AC mains of respective facilities through the AC Power Module. Numbers of each
recorded scene were 35,914, 35960 and 40,284 and total scene number of three units
was 112,158 scenes. None of both the system failure and the missed scene were
observed, and only four lacked scenes were occurred.

10. Experience on National Inspection Use at Nuclear Ship "Mutsu'

The first Japanese nuclear ship "Mutsu" was developed by the JAERI, and the
Mutsu ship passed the commissioning several tests of the reactor and was certified as
the nuclear ship. Consecutively, the ship went on the experimental voyages four times
during about one year to confirm the performance and to gain much information related
for the operation in the pacific sea. After these voyages completed, the
decommissioning of the Mutsu commenced in February 1992 pursuant to the Japanese
Government development scheme of the nuclear ship.

It was scheduled that the spent fuels are unloaded from the reactor and then the
reactor room composed of the reactor vessel, containment vessel, shielding objects and
others is divided from the ship and is consecutively transferred to the storage place in
the home port for the opening to the public.

For the unloading of the spent fuels composed of 32 assemblies, the reactor
plant was maintained under the cold shutdown condition for one year to reduce both the
radioactivity and the decay heat of those spent fuels.

The each spent fuel assembly was unloaded from the reactor core with the fuel
handling equipment and was moved one by one to the cask for the transportation, and
was transported by a trailer to "the spent fuel storage and waste treatment building" at
the JAERI establishment closed to the port.

The unloading work of the spent fuels was divided into two period. The first
work period was to build up the fuel handling building at just top of the reactor vessel
on the ship to prepare for next work and a preparation work prior to unload the spent
fuel assemblies. The second work period is to unload the spent fuels from the reactor
core to the storage vault of the spent fuel storage and waste treatment building.

For the preparation work in March 1993, applied two seals which were being
on the shield of reactor containment and the primary shield of reactor vessel
respectively, were detached, and at the same time one twin Minolta film camera system
of the IAEA and one COSMOS Phase 9 unit of the JNSB were installed inside the fuel
handling building to maintain the continuity of knowledge (COK) for the verification
during the preparation period for the unloading works of the onboard spent fuels. These
surveillance systems were operated continuously from this time by the opening of core
containment, from middle of March to middle of May 1993. In this time, it is
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considered that the COSMOS system could be used as the joint use of both authorities if
the system is approved in time as a routine inspection equipment.

After the completion of the preparation works, the hatch shutter of the reactor
room and the cover of containment vessel were removed, and also the primary shield
objects around the reactor vessel were removed. Then, both authorities confirmed 32
spent fuel assemblies inside the reactor. At these verification activities completed, two
surveillance camera systems, the COSMOS Phase 9 and the twin Minolta, at the fuel
handling building commenced again the continuous surveillance operation throughout
the unloading period of spent fuel assemblies by middle of June 1993 and were also
lasted to monitor the reactor core until the core was confirmed to be empty.

The first spent fuel assembly taken out of the onboard reactor and contained in
the transport cask was set at the storage vault of the spent fuel storage and waste
treatment building as the reference cask for the later NDA measurement, and was
watched by two surveillance cameras newly installed, twin Minolta of the IAEA and the
COSMOS Phase 9 of the JNSB. The reference cask was attached the authorities' seals
after the cask and its content completed the drying process, and two surveillance
measures to the cask were quitted.

The unloading works of the spent fuel assemblies were carried out from May
28 to June 9 1993. The surveillance measures by the COSMOS Phase 9 covered well
this period from May 13 to July 22 1993. The review result of the COSMOS Phase 9
video cassette tape recorded indicated that none of both missed scenes and any failures
were observed, but the AC power outage of the ship occurred four times during this
period. Theses power outages happened four times varying from 6 minutes to 24
minutes duration, but the COSMOS Phase 9 operated well with the backup DC power
of incorporated battery for the AC power outage, and also worked well for changing
from the AC power driven to the incorporated battery driven and vice versa.

As a result, two COSMOS Phase 9 systems which were used in the
decommissioning of the nuclear ship "Mutsu" indicated well performances throughout
the whole period under the actual inspection environment on the national inspection.
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11. Operation Procedure at Facility

There are two operation procedures of the COSMOS system for the safeguards
inspection use. One is for the first installation and its operation of the COSMOS at the
facility prior to commence routine inspections, and the other is to execute repeatedly for
routine inspections at the facility. It is described the following typical operation
procedures both the setup operation procedure and the routine service operation
procedure.

11.1 Setup Operation Procedure

After the COSMOS Recording Unit is installed by the responsible persons in
the place of facility, the COSMOS should be set for starting the first inspection and the
following items should be prepared before entering the place.

- One 8mm video cassette tape ( P6-90HG or P5-60HG ) with the label
attached.
A video monitor with a video cable.

- A COSMOS Setup/Review Unit with a printer paper.
A small screw driver for setting the interval time of recordings.
One 8mm cleaning cassette tape.

The following procedure is described for using the AC POWER MODULE.

1) Check the exterior of the COSMOS.
2) Remove the tamperproof housing.
3) Connect the power cable of the COSMOS to the facility power supply and turn

on its power switch.
Confirm the following two LEDs and a switch of the AC POWER MODULE.
- "AC ON" LED is lit, and "CHARGE" LED is on or off.
- "DC OUT" switch is set to "ON" position.

4) Check the quality of camera picture and its field of view.
- Connect a video monitor to the "CAMERA" connector of the MEMORY

MODULE.
Check the field of view. If necessary, adjust the angle of camera.

- Check the picture quality of the camera. If necessary, adjust the focus using
the focus ring, and control the automatic iris using both the LVEL and
ALC(Automatic Light Control) settings.

5) Connect the Setup/Review Unit(SUU) to the connector "TO SETUP UNIT" of
the CONTROL MODULE.

6) Squeeze SET UP command key of SUU, and set "000" using "0" numeric key,
then press ENTER command key twice to clear the memory.

7) Squeeze DATE command key to set date(mm/dd/yy) and time using the cursor
and numeric keys, then press ENTER key.

8) Squeeze USR DATA command key to set User Data using four cursor keys,
then press ENTER key.

9) Squeeze UNIT ID command key to set Unit ID Number using cursor and
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numeric keys, then press ENTER key.
Usually use the last two digits of a serial number of the COSMOS unit as the
UNIT ID.

10) Squeeze ANOT POSI command key to set the display position on the video
pictures using cursor (upward or downward) keys, then press ENTER key.
Choose a top or bottom position only.

11) Confirm the settings of DATE, USR DATA, UNIT ID and ANOT POSI
through 7) to 10) once again.
If correct, squeeze ESC command key to proceed next one, but otherwise set
again and press ENTER key.

12) Set INTERVAL TIME switches of the CONTROL MODULE.
For example, 05.0 means 5 minutes interval time at the fixed interval time.

13) Test Recording and Checking the recorded picture quality.
Confirm to already popped up the cassette compartment at squeezing SET
Up key.

- If it does not yet, squeeze EJCT command key to pop up the cassette
compartment.
Load a video cassette tape for test to the cassette compartment. Press gently
the lid of cassette compartment to close.

- Connect the monitor TV to the "VTR" connector of the MEMORY
MODULE.
Squeeze "202" by numeric keys and ENTER key on SUU, after several
seconds squeeze ESC key. (The VTR feeds fast forward the tape for several
seconds, then stops it.)
Squeeze "303" by numeric keys and ENTER key to rewind the tape. (The
tape stops at the beginning of the tape.)
Squeeze "101" by numeric keys and ENTER key twice to set the VTR to
recording with usual motion pictures.

- After several minutes, squeeze ESC key to quit the VTR.
Squeeze "303" by numeric keys and ENTER key to rewind the tape.
Squeeze "505" numeric keys and ENTER key to playback the tape for
examining the recorded video picture quality. Play to end of the recording
and squeeze ESC key to stop one.

- If the playback picture quality is not acceptable, use the cleaning tape for
the rotary recording heads in accordance with the instruction of the tape.

14) Check of annotation position.
Squeeze RUN command key, then ENTER key. The annotation appears
soon on the monitor TV, then squeeze SETUP key to maintain the picture
on the monitor.

- Examine the annotation position if it is in a place where it does not disturb
the view.
If need to change the position, carry out item 10) once again.
Check the position once again, repeat the first procedure of this item 14).

15) Setup for an inspection (as long period recording).
Carry out the setup in accordance with the routine service operation procedure
described in the folio wings.

16) Disconnect the SUU and the monitor TV from the recording unit, place the
tamperproof housing to the recording unit, then apply an appropriate seal on
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the housing studs.

11.2 Routine Service Operation Procedure

Before entering the place, it should be prepared the followings.

- One 8mm video cassette tape ( P6-90HG or P5-60HG ) with the label
attached.

- A video monitor with a video cable.
- A COSMOS Setup/Review Unit with a printer paper.

A small screw driver for setting the interval time of recordings.
One 8mm cleaning cassette tape.

1) Check the exterior of the COSMOS.
- Check the exterior of tamperproof housing and seal.

Remove the seal and tamperproof housing.
Collect the printout at the previous inspection.

- Check the following two LEDs and a switch of the AC POWER
MODULE.

"AC ON" LED (green) is lit, and "CHARGE" LED (red) is ON.
"DC OUT" switch is set to "ON" position.

2) Stop the recording
- Connect the Setup/Review Unit (SUU) to the connector "TO SETUP

UNIT " of the CONTROL MODULE.
- Check the printer paper.

Squeeze SETUP command key of SUU to stop the recording, then confirm
the opening of cassette compartment at the CAMERA/VTR MODULE.
Squeeze PRNT command key to start a printing of the log data during the
surveillance operation and collect its printout.

3) Check the CAMERA picture for the focus and field of view.
- Connect the monitor TV to the "CAMERA" connector of the MEMORY

MODULE.
Check both focus and field of view for the picture on the monitor TV.
If necessary, adjust the camera angle and its focus.

4) Check the picture quality of the recorded tape.
- Connect the monitor TV to the "VTR" connector of the MEMRY

MODULE.
Take the recorded tape out of the cassette compartment, make it "Write-
Protected" with a sliding of red plug. After that, return the tape into the
cassette compartment and press gently the lid of compartment.
Squeeze "303" by numeric keys of the SUU, then ENTER key to rewind
the tape.
Several seconds later, squeeze ESC key to stop the tape.

- Squeeze "505" by numeric keys and ENTER key to play back the recorded
pictures for examining their quality.
Squeeze ESC key to stop the playback, and press EJCT command key to
remove the tape after the VTR stop few second later.
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If the playback picture quality is not acceptable, use the cleaning tape for
the rotary recording heads in accordance with the instruction of the tape.

5) Exchange the video cassette tape and prepare a starting of surveillance
recording for the next inspection.
- Remove the recorded tape from the compartment, confirm the write-

protected with the red plug at the back of the tape.
- Install a new 8mm video tape with a label attached into the VTR.

Squeeze "202" by numeric keys of the SUU to wind fast forward, then
ENTER key.
Several seconds later, squeeze ESC key to halt the tape.
Squeeze "303" by numeric keys to rewind the tape, then ENTER key. The
video cassette will be stopped at the beginning of the tape.
Set the interval time in the unit of "minute" for recordings at the switches
of CONTROL MODULE.

- Confirm each setting of DATE, USR DATA, UNIT ID and ANOT POSI.
If correct, squeeze ESC key to proceed next one, but otherwise set again
and ENTER key.

6) Commence the recording for the inspection
Squeeze RUN command key of SUU, then ENTER key.

- Both START (Green) and ERROR (Orange) LEDs of CONTROL
MODULE are lit simultaneously, and the COSMOS system commences a
self-diagnosis and starts a recording.
If the system complete normally a recording, firstly ERROR LED is
extinguished, secondary START LED is turned off. But the system has
some malfunctions, ERROR LED is still lighting.
The SUU print out the "Setting Data" while the self-diagnosis completed.
Tear off the printout, put it on the Recording Unit inside the Tamperproof
Housing.

- Remove the SUU and the monitor TV from the Recording Unit, and install
the Tamperproof Housing to the Recording Unit.
Apply the seal on the studs of Tamperproof Housing.
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12. COSMOS Development History (JASPAS)

1. Nov., 1981(S56)

2. 1982(S57)

3. 1983(S58)

4. 1984(S59)

5. 1985(S60)

6. Oct., 1986(S61)

7. My, 1987(S62)

8. 1987

9. March, 1988(S63)

10. April, 1988

11. Feb., 1989(H1)

12. Oct., 1989

Japan Support Programme for Agency Safeguards (JASPAS)
commenced.

Proposal of COSMOS development as JASPAS.

Development project as JASPAS was initiated. Initiation of
both budget issue and design concept for development.

Development had started, a design concept was examined
using a j3 - VTR, a CCD camera and a Breadboard circuit.

Development of stepwise recording VTR using j3 - VTR and
CCD still-picture camera by means of slow scanning shutter.

Prototype model of COSMOS was built. This model consists
of a CCD camera, a shutter, a newly developed one-shot
8mm VTR, one pack of lithium battery and a control circuit.
A recording power consumption of the system was very low
at 250 watt-hours for 30,000 pictures in three months.

Prototype model was demonstrated at the 28th INMM annual
meeting in Newport Beach California.

Prototype Mark- II model was built. The recording head
rotated with 1/8 speed of the recording of NTSC standard.
The recorded picture quality was not good enough as was
expected because of the slight distortion at the top of picture.
As a result, this design was discontinued.

Prototype Mark-HI model was built. This model employed
the standard 8mm VTR technique as recordings.
Consequently, this model demonstrated the low power
consumption and the good picture quality.
This model was demonstrated at the IAEA HQ on March 30,
31.

Prototype Mark-III model was demonstrated at EURATOM,
Luxembourg on April 4.

Prototype Mark-IV model was built.
Design specification was drafted by IAEA with the
collaboration of JAERI.

Prototype Mark-IV model was demonstrated at the IAEA
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13. Mar., 1990(H2)

14. 1990

15. July, 1990

16. Oct., 1990

17. 1990

18. Jan., 1991(H3)

19. Mar., 1991

20. 1991

21. Dec, 1991

22. Mar., 1992(H4)

and EURATOM in October.
One unit of the model was tested at IAEA and was shipped
back to JAERI to repair the power unit malfunctioned.

Two units of Prototype Mark-IV model were sent to IAEA
for the evaluation test at the agency and JAERI project
officer visited IAEA to discus the specification of next
model.

Mark-V model (the acceptance test model) was developed.
The IAEA project officer was invited to discuss the schedule
and to observe the test at the manufacturer.

JAERI project officer visited IAEA to discuss the technical
issue in detail.

IAEA started the Laboratory test on the Mark-V model as the
functional reliability at HQ between October 1990 and
January 1991.
JAERI sent one technical staff to IAEA for three months to
support the acceptance test at HQ.

Three units of Mark- V model were failed during the
accelerated laboratory test at HQ and then the acceptance test
was stopped until the improvement made.

JAERI project officer visited IAEA to discuss the technical
issue in detail.

JAERI project officer visited IAEA to discuss the technical
issue in detail.
IAEA started the field test at FCA of JAERI and Tokai-1 of
JAPCO.
JAERI and IAEA discussed the requirements for an
improvement of the ergonomics.

After the failure of the reliability test on the Mark-V model
(the Phase 8 model), all ten units of this model were
modified.

IAEA resumed the reliability test using ten units of the
modified Mark- V model (the Phase 8' model) from
December 1991 to March 1992.

Since the result of the resumed test was not satisfactory, the
reliability test of the Phase 8' model was terminated.
The meeting between IAEA and JAERI task officers at HQ
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23. Apr., 1992

24. July, 1992

25. Sep., 1992

26. Oct., 1992

27. Aug., 1993(H5)

28. 1994(H6)

was concluded that IAEA task officer was changed by Mr. K.
Chiang and the next reliability test was scheduled to carry out
at JAERI Tokai using the Phase 9 model (the production
model) starting in April 1992.
The reliability test work plan at JAERI was discussed with
both IAEA and JAERI task officers at HQ.
The software of the technical review station of the COSMOS
tapes was improved and was installed to the review station at
HQ of IAEA.

The reliability test of the Phase 9 model was executed jointly
by IAEA and JAERI using ten units with AC powered for
three months at JAERI Tokai.
Total number of recordings through the entire test period was
about 600,000 scenes per one unit with accelerated mode of
18 seconds recording interval time for one test period.
As a result, no mechanical failure was observed and the high
reliability performance of Phase-9 COSMOS with AC-
powered operation was confirmed.
During this test period, IAEA task officer visited JAERI
Tokai two times, other two staffs visited JAERI Tokai one
time respectively.

Two units of Phase-9 COSMOS were sent to IAEA HQ for
field, environmental and battery operation tests

The field test was performed by IAEA using three units with
AC-powered, two units at FCA of JAERI, one unit at Tokai-1
of JAPCO from September to October for 36,000 to 40,000
scene recordings with 1 minute recording interval time.
The test results was very satisfactory.

The battery operation test using three units of Phase-9 was
carried out at JAERI Tokai between October 1992 and
February 1993 for 110 days. The results was very
satisfactory.

The COSMOS system was accepted for the routine use
surveillance instrument of IAEA.
The agency staffs of DID and DEM visited at JAERI for the
follow-up activities of the COSMOS development.
JAERI supported IAEA activities for the development of the
generic review station on the optical surveillance systems.

The development project was successfully completed at
JAERI in fiscal year 1993.
Draft final report of COSMOS development was prepared.
This task is to be completed upon acceptance of the final
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report.

29. Sep., 1996(H8) This task actually completed in September 1996.
The IAEA provided a formal acknowledgement of the task
completion.
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Table 1

JAERI-Tech 99-035

COSMOS Operational Command Keys
on the Setup/Review Unit

Command Keys

SETUP

DATE

USR DATA
(User Data)

UNIT ID

ANOT POSI
(Annotation Position)

ALRM DISP
(Alarm Display)

PRNT
(Print)

RUN

ESC
(Escape)

EJCT
(Eject)

FEED

ENTER

Functions

Sets the COSMOS system to ready for use by means of
Command keys.

Sets the current Date and Time on the system, also video
pictures, displays and printouts.

Sets the user's comment and data within 16 characters for
superimposing on the video pictures.

Sets the own Unit ID with two digits for superimposing on the
video pictures.

Sets the superimposing position of Date/Time, Scene No.,
Unit ID, Alarm and User Data on the video pictures at which
Top or Bottom is preferable.

Displays all alarm messages that were stored in the memory
during the system was in operation.

Prints the same as above.

Commences the system for the surveillance and monitoring.

Cancels the command and information entered prior to press
the ENTER key.

Ejects the video cassette from the compartment of
Camera/VTR module.

Feeds the paper of built-in printer of the Setup/Review Unit.

Carries out the command entered, or stores the information
entered into the memory.
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Table 2 Numerical Commands of COSMOS Operation

Numerical
Command

[000]

[101]

[202]

[303]

[404]

[505]

Command

Initializing

Recording Test

Fast Forward

Rewind

Stop

Playback

Function

Erases all data stored in the system, then
initializes the system.

Records the pictures on the video tape by
means of normal recording.

Forwards fast the video tape.

Rewinds the video tape.

Stops the video tape.

Plays back the picture of video tape.

Numerical Commands consisted of three digits always use with the command
key "ENTER".
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Table 3 System Alarm Messages on the Setup/Review Unit

No. of
Bits on
LCD

Display

(LSD)

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

13

14

(MSD)

15

Printed
Alarm

Message

+AC DOWN

+BATT END

+TAPE END

+DEW

+VTR FAIL

+CASE OPEN

+HI TEMP

+EXT ALARM

+AC REST

+CASE CLOSE

+MEM CLR

+REC START

+REC STOP

Expression

AC Power stopped is
detected.

The battery is already
discharged and the system
operation will be stopped
soon.
The video cassette tape
came to the end, and the
system operation will be
stopped.

The system operation will
be stopped by a cause of
moisture condensation.

The malfunction of VTR

The tamperproof housing
is opened.

The temperature of
system is going too high.

The external alarm is
received.

AC Power restores.

The tamperproof housing
is closed

The memory is erased.

The surveillance operation
starts.
The surveillance operation
stops.

Cause

Ac Power Supply stopped. If the backup
battery of AC Power Module is fully
charged, the system will last the
surveillance for about 3 hours at 5 min.
interval time base.
The DC Power Supply comes down under
6V. When the AC Power Module is used,
the operation will resume while the AC
Power restores.
It is not rewound the tape for a preparation
of surveillance.
It is used a wrong tape or no specified tape
(P6-90HG1).
The ambient temperature is changed
suddenly. The dew sensor inside VTR
activates the alarm to stop the operation
because of a protection of the tape. After
the dew evaporates, this alarm is reset and
the operation resumes.

The VTR operation stopped because some
error occurred inside VTR.

It is indicated that the case was opened
during the surveillance period.

The ambient temperature inside VTR
system exceeds+40 °C (+104 F).

An alarm signal is sent from the external
sensor or system.

AC power resumes normally.

It is indicated that the case is closed after
the case was opened once time.

While the backup battery of memory is
replaced at the control module, all event
logs in the memory are erased.
The system commences to record the first
scene (Scene No. is 1.)

The system will be stopped by some
causes(Scene, T-End, B-End or Setup).
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Table 4 COSMOS Specifications

1. Recording Unit

Items

Pictures recording system

Video signal

Image device

Lens

Synchronizing method

Illumination range

Output terminal

Input terminal

Video cassette tape

Recording format

Maximum recording scenes
and operational period

Recording interval time

External alarm recording

Backup battery for memory
of control module

Power consumption

Operational ambient conditions
(limited extremely with the tape
used)

AC Power Supply

Dimensions and Weight

Contents

Two rotary heads on one drum, Helical scanning system.

EIA Standard.

CCD (Charge Coupled Device), 2/3 inches, Interline transfer.

Manually adjustable focus, Auto iris 8mm, F1.4, C-mount
(VCL-08Y).

Internal lock.

3 lux (F1.4) to 2000 lux (F8, 3200° K).

CAMERA , MEMORY, VTR : 1 V p-p, 75 Q, Unbalanced sync.

EXT ALARM : BNC connector, Make contact input.
TO SETUP UNIT : Mini-delta ribbon connector 20P (3M),
TTL level.
8mm video cassette tape, P6-90HG (Sony) or its equivalent.
It should be used the first half part of the tape.
COSMOS format (Still pictures).
Two frames per one scene at recording. Date, Time, Scene No.,
Unit ID No., Alarm indicator, User's data and VITC code are
recorded on scenes of the tape, or
Normal 8mm VTR Recording (Motion pictures).
30,000 scenes (with the DC Power Module).
45,000 scenes (with the AC Power Module).
An operational period depends on maximum recording scenes of
a power module used.
1,5, 15 minutes mean time at random interval time on average
for 90 days operation, or a fixed interval time by a selective
switch.
Fixed interval time : 0.1 ~30 minutes with 0.1 min. increments

: in each step by three switches.
Three scenes in all are recorded consecutively with approx. 6
seconds interval time while an external alarm signal is received.

CR2032 or its equivalent.

Less than 8 W, but Recording Unit only.

Temperature : 5~40°C,
Humidity : 25~80% RH, but no Dew condensed.

AC 100~250V,48~62Hz.

284.6 (W) X 304.6 (D) X 204.1 (H) mm.
(11-1/4X12-1/8X8-1/8 inches).
Approx. 9.0 Kg (DC model), Approx. 10.0 Kg (AC model).
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2. Setup/Review Unit

Items

Keyboard

Display

Printer

Printer paper

Connector of
communication cable

Power requirement

Dimension

Weight

Contents

26 keys. ( 12 command keys, 10 numerical keys and 4 cursor keys. )

LCD, 16 alphanumeric digits per line, 4 lines.

Thermal printing, 16 alphanumeric digits.

Heat-sensitive, 38mm width role paper.
(TP038-08CJ2, Seiko Electronics or its equivalent.)

Mini-delta ribbon connector, 20P (3M ).

5V DC, supplied through the communication cable from the recording
unit.

98 (W) X 233 (D) X 50 (H) mm. (3-7/8 X 9-1/4 X 2 inches)

0.5 Kg
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Table 5 CCD Camera Specifications

1) CCD (Charge Coupled Device)

Image Device
Number of effective pixel
Picture Area

: Interline Transfer CCD Solid-state Device
: 510 X 492 (Horizontal X Vertical)
: 8.8mm X 6.6mm (equivalent to 2/3 inch camera tube)

2) Optical System and Others

Lens Mount
Standard of Signal
Scanning Method

Number of Picture
Synchronous Method
Horizontal Resolution
Minimum illumination of subject

Sensitivity
Video Signal Output
Video S/N
Power Supply Voltage
Power Consumption
Operating Ambient Temperature
Storage Ambient Temperature
Operating Ambient Humidity
Storage Ambient Humidity
Vibration Resistance
Shock Resistance
Dimensions

Weight

: C-Mount
: EIA Standard
Number of Scanning Line is 525 lines, 2:1 Interlaced

: Scanning
: 30 Frames/One Second
: Automatic Internal/External Selection
380 Lines

: 3 Lux (F1.4, without an infrared cut filter, depending on a
: lens)
2000 Lux (F8.0, 3200° K)

: 1.0Vp-p, 75 Q, Negative Synchronous Composite Signal
: 50dB(AGC off, OdB, y off)
: DC 12V
: 2.5 W with Camera Adapter(CAM-Dl)
:0°C ~ 40T; (32° F to 104° F)
-30°C ~ +60°C (-22° F to 140° F)

: Less than 70%
: Less than 90%
7G(ll~200Hz)
70 G

: Approximately 50 X 50 X 119 mm (W X H X D)
2 X2X4-3/4 inches

Approximately 290 g (10 oz)

3) Lens

Model
Maximum Aperture Ratio
Focal Length
Control range of auto iris
Minimum length of photograph
Power supply voltage
Operating temperature
Dimensions
Weight

: VCL-08Y(with auto iris), COSMICAR
:F1.4 (F1.4 ~ F360)
: 8 mm
:30 ~ 100,000 Lux
:0.2 m
: DC 12V
: 0°C ~ 40°C
: 46.5 X 51.1 mm (outside diameter X length)
:170g
: Any C-mount lens can be equipped with the camera if a
: projection of lens mount (a length of screw portion) is less
: than 7 mm.
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Table 6 Improvements of COSMOS for Phase 9

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Items

System
Configuration

How to fix modules
to the main frame

Direction of
Camera Module

Auto-Iris

Adjustment of
Recording Interval

Label of Module

Housing Case

Tape retrieval at no
power supply

Setup Unit

When stopped, one
scene recorded and
end mark recorded
in the scene No.
area of VITC code
Interval Timer
Circuit

VTR Tape Deck

Number of
recording scenes

Phase 9

Two units, 4 modules

(1) Recording Unit
a. Camera/VTR Module
b. (System) Control Module
c. (Frame) Memory Module
d. (DC or AC) Power Module

(2) Setup Unit

By lock-in mechanism of individual
modules

Bi-directional, forward or backward in
the recording unit

Installed

At front Panel by unit of minute

Name label of every module at front
panel

(1) Anodized aluminum
(2) One additional window for camera

Provide DC power inlet at
Camera/VTR module to retrieve tape

(1) Connector with smaller size and
easy lock-in

(2) Change of print out format for
error identifications

Available

3 steps synchronized 4 bits counter to
reduce malfunction by noise pickup

Model MDX-U210 tape deck

With AC power module :
max 45,000

With Battery module :
max 30,000

Phase 8

Tow units, 5 modules

(1) Recording Unit
a. Camera Module
b. VTR Module
c. (System) Control

Module
d. (Frame) Memory

Module
e. (DC or AC) Power

Module
(2) Setup Unit

By a cover frame

Forward direction only

No available

At Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
by unit of second

Blue color painted steel

No available

No available

2 steps non-synchronized 8 bits
counter

Model MDX-U100 tape deck,
but production already stopped

Max 30,000
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Tamperproof Case

Knurled Nut

Chain to prevent a Dropping of Nuts

Stud with a Sealing Wire Hole

Handle

Camera Window ( Front)

Camera Window (Rear)

Side View
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Fig. 1 Exterior of COSMOS
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® Camera / VTR Module

© Control Module

(3) Memory Module

© AC (or DC) Module

(D Main Frame

© Stud

© Lid of VTR Tape Compartment

® Tamper Switch Assembly
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(D CCD Video Camera
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(D Eject Button / Indicator

© Compartment of Cassette Tape

© Knob to unlock
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Fig. 3 Camera/VTR Module



Connector to Setup Unit
Start Switch for Recording
Stop Switch for Recording
Interval Time Switches
Indicator (Green)
Indicator (Orange)
Printed Circuit Board (PCB )
CPU
Screw
Lever to pull out
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Front View

Fig. 4 Control Module



Ground Terminal
VTR Output Terminal
Frame Memory Output Terminal
Camera Output to External Monitor
Connector for External Alarm
Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
IC (VITC Generator)
Lever to pull out
Screw
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Fig. 5 Memory Module



Power Switch (DC Output)
Indicator (Orange)
Indicator (Green)
Knob to unlock
Handle
Protective Bar
Connector of AC Power Input
Connector of DC Power Output
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Fig.6 AC Power Module



Handle
Knob to unlock
Blank Frame to cover Hole for AC Inlet
Connector of DC Power Output
Knurled Nut for Fixing Cover

Top View
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DC POWER MODULE

UNLOCK ^~-J

270+1.5 -
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Side View Front View

Fig.7 DC Power Module



Connect to the LENS
connector.

Lens with Auto Iris
(C—Mount)

CCD Monochrome Video Camera with Cover removed
(ModelAVC-D5)

>
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O
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<£)
t£>

O
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cn

Fig. 8 CCD Camera of COSMOS
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Key Pad
LCD Display
Printer
Printer Cover
Printer Paper
Cable to Control Module
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

SET

ANOit
POSIf

DATE
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DISPp

USR
DATA
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RUN

ESC
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I 0 I I ENTER | | V

Front View
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Side View

Fig.9 Setup/Review Unit



Power Module (AC or DC )

COSMOS SETUP/REVIEW UNIT
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COSMOS RECORDING UNIT

Fig. 10 Block Diagram of COSMOS
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Fig. 11 Block Diagram of VTR Module
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Fig. 12 Block diagram of Control Module
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Fig. 13 Block Diagram of Memory Module
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FILTER

SWITCHNG
REGULATOR
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PROTECTOR

CHARGE
VOLTAGE
CONTROL

AC DOWN
DETECTOR

REFERENCE
VOLTAGE
SOURCE

POWER SUPPLY
FLAG

OUTPUT

AC DOWN
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POWER SUPPLY FLAG

AC DOWN FLAG
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Fig. 14 Block Diagram of AC Power Module



Battery Cell
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00

POWER 1+)

POWER (+>

POWER (+>

POWER (->

POWER <-)

POWER <-)

Connector of Battery Pack

POWER (+)

AC/DC

POWER (+)

GND
POWER (+)

AC DOWN

GND
GND

Connector of Module

Lithium Battery Pack
(3B36 - 2A - 3B)
Fuses are included in Battery Cells.
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Fig. 15 Wiring Diagram of DC Power Module
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REC

START

REC

STOP

INTERVAL TIME

S4 S3 S5
(lOmin, 1 min, 1/10 min)

CR2032
Battery

1 I '-r-1 -r-J

CPU

S2

S2 : Selection of Random Interval Time (1,5 or 15min.) or Fixed Interval Time

S4: Fixed Interval Time ( 0 - 9 , lOmin. Unit)

S3 : Fixed Interval Time ( 0 - 9 , 1 min. Unit)

S5 : Fixed Interval Time ( 0.1 - 0.9, l/10min. Unit)

Fig. 18 Interval Time Switches of Control Module
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Interval Time S2 Switch Position

Approximately 1 min. on Average
for 90 Days Operation

0

Approximately 5 min. on Average
for 90 Days Operation

Approximately 15 min. on Average
for 90 Days Operation

Various Fixed Interval Times
are Selective in Other Switches
(S4, S3 and S5)

Fig. 19 Setting for Interval Time of Recording
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Interval
Timer

System
Power On

Camera

Frame Memory
Power On

Frame Memory
Freeze On

VTR
Power On

VTR
Rec. Trigger

VTR
Playback

VTR
Recording

VTR Tape
Reverse Motion

VTR
Stop

"1

On

0.5 sec

0.5 sec

Off

Drum Lock Record Back
(4 sec) (1.5 sec) Tracking (2.0 sec)

k- 0.5 sec

Drum Lock(4 sec)

4 Frames Recording

Fig. 20 Timing Chart of COSMOS Recording (DC Model)
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The First Recording (No. 1 Frames)

•* Motion of Tape

Frame No. 1 1 1 1

The Second Recording (No.2 Frames)

< Motion of Tape

Frame No. 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2

After No.2 Frames Recording

Motion of Tape

1 1 2 2 2 2

The Third Recording (No.3 Frames)

-* Motion of Tape

Frame No. 1 1 2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3

After No.3 Frames Recording

Motion of Tape

1 1 2 2 3 3 3 3

Odd '
Field

Legend of Frame Recording

^ Even
Field

Expectant Precision of Frame Recordings ;

2 Frames —0
+ 2

One Frame

Fig. 21 COSMOS Recording Scheme on VTR Tape
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PCM
Audio
Area

JAERI-Tech 99-035

Direction of Tape Motion

221

180

Video Signal Area

VITC Area

Recording Track of Video Signal

Video Head Motion

Fig. 22 Recording of Vertical Interval Time and Control Code (VITC) on Video Tape
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VTTC Bits Address

0 2 6 1012 16 2022 26 3032 36 4042 46 5052 56 6062 66 7072 76 80 82 89

Burst Signal
(Sub Carrier)

Horizontal
Line
Synchronizing
Pulse

10.0 ,us

Min.

I F BG1 10 F BG2 I S BG3 10 S BG4 1M BG5 10MBG6 1H BG7 10 H BG8 CRC

90 BITS

50.286 ^s NOM.

1 HORIZONTAL PERIOD

2.1 pts_
Min.

Logic One (White)

Logic Zero (Black)

VITC Bits Address

0-1 Synchronizing Bits 0 I Fixed One
1 I Fixed Zero

2-5
6-9
10-11

12-13
14
15
16-19
20-21

22-25
26-29

Units of Frames
First Binary Group
Synchronizing Bits

(BG1)
10 I Fixed One
11 : Fixed Zero

Tens of Frames
Drop Frame Flag (Unassigned Bits)
Color Frame Flag (Color Lock Flag)
Second Binary Group (BG 2)
Synchronizing Bits

Units of Seconds
Third Binary Group

20 : Fixed One
21 : Fixed Zero

(BG3)

Horizontal Scanning Line

30-31 Synchronizing Bits

Horizontal
Line
Synchronizing
Pulse

32-34 Tens of Seconds
35 Field Mark (Binary Group
36-39 Fourth Binary Group
40-41 Synchronizing Bits

42^5 Units of Minutes
46-49 Fifth Binary Group
50-51 Synchronizing Bits

52-54 Tens of Minutes
55 Binary Group Flag
56-59 Sixth Binary Group (BG 6)

30 : Fixed One
31 '. Fixed Zero

Flag)
(BG4)
40 : Fixed One
41 : Fixed Zero

(BG5)
50 I Fixed One
51 : Fixed Zero

60-61 Synchronizing Bits 60 : Fixed One
61 : Fixed Zero

62-65
66-69
70-71

72-73
74
75
76-79
80-81

82-89

Units of Hours
Seventh Binary Group
Synchronizing Bits

(BG7)
10 : Fixed One
11 : Fixed Zero

Tens of Hours
Unassigned Bit (Zero until Spefd.)
Binary Group Flag (Field Mark)
Eighth Binary Group (BG 8)
Synchronizing Bits 20 '. Fixed One

21 : Fixed Zero
CRC Code (Cyclic Redundancy Check Code)

>
50
i—l

I
—3
CD
O

ID
I

O
OJ

en

SMPTE '. Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineer

Fig.23 Vertical Interval Time Code and Control Code (VITC of SMPTE Format)



BIT NO.
0

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

JAERI-Tech 99-035

Bit Assignment

Synchronizing Bits " 1 "
"0"

Units of Frames

2°
21

22

23

Numbers of ScenesAJnit ID Numbers

Synchronizing Bits
"0"

10
20

Tens of Frames

Reserved "0"
"0"

2 4

25

26

2 7

Numbers of Scenes/Unit ID Numbers

Synchronizing Bits
" 1 "
"0"

Units of Seconds

28

2 '

2"

Numbers of ScenesAJnit ID Numbers

Synchronizing Bits " 1 "
"0"

10
20 Tens of Seconds
40

Field Mark
2 . 2

2
215

|4 Numbers of ScenesAJnit ID Numbers

Synchronizing Bits
"0"

1
2
4
8

Units of Minutes

Numbers of ScenesAJnit ID Numbers

Error Code ***

Unit ID/Scene Flag

COSMOS VITC is conformed to SMPTE Format.

BIT NO.
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

60
61

62
63

o4
65
66
67
68
69

70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81

82
83
84
85

86
87
88
89

10
20
40

2°
21

22

23

1
2

4
8
24

10
20

2°
21

22

23

Bit Assignment

Synchronizing Bits

Tens of Minutes

Binary Group Flag Bit

" 1 "
"0"

"0"

Days of Month (1-31, Hexadecimal)

Synchronizing Bits

Units of Hours

" 1 "
"0"

Days of Month (1-31, Hexadecimal)

Unassigned Bits

Synchronizing Bits

Tens of Hours

Unassigned Bits
Binary Group Flag Bit

"0"
"0"
"0"
" 1 "
"0"

"0"
"0"

Months of Year (1-12, Hexadecimal)

Synchronizing Bits

CRC Code

" 1 "
"0"

(Cyclic Redundancy Check Code)

: Field Mark
"0" : 1st Field
" 1 " : 2nd Field

• : Unit ID/Scene Flag
"0" ! Numbers of Scenes
" 1 " : Unit ID Numbers

Bit2
0
0
1
1

! Error Code
Bill

0 No Error Code
Case Opened
External Alarm
Other Errors (Except VTR Failure)

Other Errors mean "Battery End","High Temperature" and "AC Power Down".

Fig.24 VITC Bits Assignment (90 Bits) of COSMOS
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Fig. 25 Diagram of COSMOS Review Station for Analyzing Missing Scenes



Current (mA)

Applied Voltage : 6.7V
1 1 1i 1 1 1 1 1 1i 1 1 1

VTR Power Camera
ON \ Power OFF

SYSCN
Power OFF

VTR
Power OFFSYSCON

Power ON

Frame Memory
"Freeze

Jape I
Loading ^

Drum Servo
Locking

•Recording
Back

" Tracking

•Time (0.5sec/div)

Tope
' Unloading""1

7.95sec

CD
33

ID
to
I

O
OO
On

Stand-by : 0.0062A
Recording : 0.7120AX7.95sec = 5.66As

Fig.26 Chart of COSMOS Power Consumption driven by COSMOS Format
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Appendix : The Copy of the Letter from D.E. Rundquist, Acting Director of SGTS/IAEA,

to M. Hayashi of JNSB concerning the Authorization of Inspection Use for

the Compact Surveillance and Monitoring System (COSMOS)

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC liNEKUY AGENCY
ACF.NCI-. INTERNATIONALE DE L'ENURGIE ATOMIQUF.
ME>l<Ayi!APOAHOR ATEHTCTflO 110 ATOMHOH 3ME.Pl"HH
ORCANISMO I N T E R N A C I O N A L D£ ENERGlA ATOMICA

WAGRAMCH.STRASSC 3. P.O. HOX I Oft. A.IKYI VIENNA, AUSTRIA
TF.LIiX: i-12045. C.ADLF.: INATOM VIENNA, FACSIMILE: f + AJ 11 2.U564. TSLGVHONE: (-•1.1 li WO

\f VCtiy fLZtili RCPr.llTfl: IIIAL OIRIiCrLV P) LXTI-NSION:
l'H.lf.*l-. 0 6 »*CP1£LKR LA a iriCRPNce- COMKjStH OIRPL-f tMKNT t t MllVfUO fjR I'OSI I.-

412.M2.05JPN 1993-08-04

Subject: COSMOS

Dear Mr. Hayashi,

I am pleased to inform you that the Compact Surveillance and Monitoring System
(COSMOS) (Task JD-7, E001 61) has been authorized for inspection use.

COSMOS is currently the only CCTV surveillance unit for the Agency that is capable
of being self-powered and can directly replace the Minolta film surveillance camera.

I would like to express the appreciation of the Agency for the valuable and vital
contribution provided by the Japanese Support Programme to the Agency's safeguards
efforts.

Yours sincerely.

D,E. Rundquist
Acting Director
Division of Development

and Technical Support

Mr. M. Hayashi
Science and Technology Agency
Nuclear Safety Bureau
2-2-1 Kasumigaseki
Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo 100
JAPAN
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